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ALBUQUERQUE, NEW MEXICO, SATURDAY AFTERNOON, MAKC11 21, 1903

VOLUME 10

TERRITORIAL
LAWMAKERS
Days9 Doings

Forty-four- th

of Legislature.
PRESENTATION

OF

COSTLY

GIFTS

The Final Proceedings of the Just Adjourned
Legislature.
FORTY-FOURT-

DAY. THURSDAY,
MARCH 19, 1903.

The Council.
'(Thursday's Afternoon Session.)
The debate on the irrigation bill in
the council caused every, available
Inch of space In the room to be occupied. In the course of his remarks Mr.
Hawking said he had not heard one
reason why this bill should not pass
and he hoped to hear one advanced
before the afternoon was over. He
a chromo to any one of the opponents of the bill if they would give
him one reason why It should be defeated. Mr. Andrews sent up to the
desk and had read the Irrigation law
as passed by congress and he submit-- )
ted this as an argument in repiy to
those who had spoken. Mr. Spless, in
reply, said the law does not apply to
New Mexico for the reason that the
land available for reservoirs Is not
public land and It was that defect
that the pending bill sought to correct.
Air. Fall said the reading of the Unit
ed States law showed as no speech
could have done, the absolute necessity for the pending bill. He said It
further showed that Mr. Andrews
knew absolutely nothing of what he
was talking about when he tried to
discuss or legislate for Irrigation for
New Mexico. He said is showed further that he was remarkably badly advised by the eminent counsel who
was sitting beside him, advising him
a. HUODeu. tie
as to every move,
referred to Arizona receiving 2,7o0,-00and New Mexico not getting a
cent because New Mexico would do
nothing to help In the matter. Mr.
Hughes said he thought each attorney
in the counsel had been able to demonstrate to the ladles what a fine orator he Is and he would suggest the
council get down to business on the
proposition. The question reverted to
the motion to adopt the favorable report of the committee and this was
lost by 7 nays to 6 ayes. The bill was
then tabled Indefinitely by the same
vote, those voting against the measure
being Messrs. Albight, Andrews, Duncan, Hughes, Martinez, Plnard and
President Chaves.
The council took a recess until 8
o'clock In the evening.
(Thursday's Night Session.)
Every available inch of space that
cculd be occupied by spectators In the
council chamber was untlllzed Thursday night and the floor and gallery
were crowded with those who gathered
to see the council close Its business. It
looked more like a social function than
the meeting of a legislative body and
the society leaders of the city were
nearly all present. It was a brilliant
scene the chamber presented. Eight
o'clock was the hour set for calling
d

J

ARMY

VETERANS.

The Council Will Meet and Arrange
for Annual Encampment.
ALBUQUERQUE IN THE FIELD.

The council of administration or the
department of New Mexico, Grand
Army of the Republic, being Lee H.

Rudiselle, White Oaks; F. P. Crichton,
M. Moore, Leverltt Clarke
and Gov. E. S. Stover, of this city,
will meet Tuesday, March 23. at the
office of Department Commander J. W.
Edwards and make arrangements for
the 1903 encampment, which will be
held early in April.
The place for holding the encampment will be decided on at this meeting and there Is talk that Albuquerque
will get it. There should be some
effort made in that direction. It will
not bring an extra large crowd of visitors, for the veterans of the rebellion
are few in New Mexico and the number la decreasing with a rapidly Increasing death rate. There will not be
many more annual encampments of
i lie soldiers of the Grand Army of the
Republic.
Let them be celebrated with

Santa Fe; J.

slelans hope to save the man unless
lilood poisoning Intervenes.
The reA
volver used In the shooting Is a 38
callhre Smith & Wesson and Is In pos
session of the sheriff, he having found
t In Renle's room at the time he was Crew of

arrested.

Renie has leen In the city only a
short time, having come here recently

in

COLLISION
a River Tug Drowned
the Delaware,

from Glendlve. Before removing to
the latter place he wag engaged In the
saloon business at Bozeman. where he DEAD BODIES IN TWO WAGONS
falted and was closed out. Before that
be was employed at the Pipestone Hot
Springs. Solomon Is well known here, Weather Conditions Along the Misshaving made his home In Billings for
a number of years.
issippi Valleys,
MEDICAL MEN.

The American Association Will Hold ME SHIP BUILDERS' "STRIKE SETTLED
Convention In New Orleans.
New Orleans, La.. March 21. Al
Philadelphia. March 21. Five
though the date for the annual conven
men
of the crew of the tug pilot
enterpreparations
for the
the council to order but it was almost tion of the
of this city were drowned In a X
9 before President Chaves ascended tainment of the visitors on that occacollision between the tug and the
the ro3trum and rapped for order. He sion have been begun. Judging from
pteamship Winifred In the Dela- - X
by
already
advices
local
received
the
was so hoarse from the work of the
6 ware river off MarcuB Hook, Pa.,
gatharrangements
on
the
day that he could scarcely speak loud. committee
last night. The remaining three X
The steering committee handed In a ering will be one of
X members of the crew were saved.
is
even
which
an
for
association
size,
llet of the bills to be acted upon and
The following were drowned: X
the list was completed before the noted for the large and representative
Hazard, engineer: John X
Alonzo
Be
of
gatherings.
character its annual
council adjaurned.
Bennett, mate; Frank Atkinson,
House bill No. 39, an act to enable sides the eminent physicians and sur
hand: Portuguese fireman, name
towns and villages to change the geons from all parts of the United V unknown.
many
States,
will
of
Canada
its
send
character of their municipal governThe Winifred was towing the X
ments, was first handed down and most noted medical men, while the
barge
Conemaugh from Port Ar- proximity to Mexico insures a larger
passed without debate.
Texas,
to this city, and be- - X
thur,
Houue bill No. 33, an act to amend attendance from that republic than
came in a fog. bound in the Dela- In
ever
history
assobefore
of
the
the
sections 1, 2, 5 and 11, of chapter 66,
ware bay on Thursday.
session laws of 1899, relating to Jury ciation. The full program of papers
The tug pilot had towed the
commissioners, was also handed down and discussions will be announced
Conemaugh and guided the Winl- shortly.
passed
without debate.
and
S fred from the anchorage and was
House bill No. 170, an act relating to
pulling In hawser when the
DEAD
BODIES.
corporations, etc., and house bill No.
X steamer crashed Into her midship
179, an act relating to bawdy houses,
with tsrrlble force. The tug soon
Discovered In Abandoned Wagons
were both passed.
sank. The Winifred was unln- - X
Ga.
Near
Atlanta,
House bill No. 192, an act providing
X
S jured.
21.
wag
Ga.,
Atlanta,
Two
March
for an exhibit at the Louisiana Pur
chase exposition and making an ap ons have been found five miles north
proprlatlon of $60,000 therefor, was of this city, containing eight or more
KILLED.
MURDERER
handed down. Mr. Hughes promptly dead bodies. The bodies were discov
offered an amendment which proved ered by arms and legs protruding out
to be the irrigation bill, which had of the boxes. The wagons were found
been defeated. Mr. Andrews raised near the old abandoned rock quarry, Abran Jiron Shot and Killed by
and the Chattahoothe point of order that the amendment between this city
was not germane to the bill and the chee river. It Is said they were hauled
Ramon Ortiz.
chair sustained the point and ruled there late yesterday afternoon by sinauwagons.
team
The
gle
double
and
Mr.
Fall
order.
out
of
the amendment
appealed from the decision of the thorities are investigating.
ORTIZ KILLED BY OFFICERS.
Later it developed that the bodies
chair but the council sustained President Chaves by a vote of 7 to 5. Mr. were being sent out of town by a medi
Fall moved to table the amendment, cal college for interment.
Special Correspondence.
but amid much laughter, this was vot
Hillsboro, N. M., March 19. Last
ed down by 7 to 5. Mr. Hawkins then
VICE PRESIDENT MORTON.
Friday afternoon, March 13, twelve
took the floor to oppose the bill. He
miles from Montlcello, Sierra county
said that the two principal business
at a sheep ranch, Ramon Ortiz shot
industries of New Mexico are the
killed Abran Jiron. The
grazing business and mining. The He is Spending the Day Here, on His and instantly
former was a sheep herder and the lat
portion1 where agriculture or other
ter foreman of the ranch. Jiron had
Return to Topeka.
business is carried on are few. He
given Ortiz, who had Just come in from
exposition
could
could not see how the
the range and had his Winchester with
help either business or mining. For
him, some orders regarding the remany years, said Mr. Hawkins, New
FREIGHT RATES WILL BE RAISED- pairing of the corral, to which Ortiz
Mexico has been making exhibits at
objected.
Words followed, whereupon
mon.
sume
of
large
fairs and spending
up the Winchester and
picked
Ortiz
Paul Morton, third vice president of
him on the spot.
(Continued on page six.)
the Santa Fe, arrived from the west shot Jiron, killing
at once took to the hills
this morning, and Is spending the day The murderer
employed on the ranch were
in Albuquerque. Mr. Morton has been Two boys
TOM SOLOMON
to the deed.
witnesses
on the coast three weeks and U now
A posse, headed by Deputy Sheriff
on his return east to Chicago. He is
accompanied by Mrs. Morton and Mr. Trujillo, immediately started in purMr. Chalm- suit of the murderer.
He Turned a Desperado and Receives and Mrs. W. J. Chalmers.
A letter from Montlcello to the sherers is head of the firm of Allls Chalmiff's office in Hillsboro today, the 19th,
ers,
Chicago,
minof
of
manufacturers
a Dangerous Wound.
ing machinery. Mr. Morton was seen states that the posse on Monday afterby a representative of The Citizen this noon ran Ortiz to cover, when he opened fire upon his pursuers, and after
morning and he said:
SHOOTING AT BILLINGS, MONT.
"I doubt if the people of Albuquerque some sharp firing on both sides, Ortiz
fully appreciate the magnificent ad- was killed, he receiving six bullets in
his body.
Tom Solomon, who was in the sa- vertisement the new improvements we
Sheriff Kohler has gone to the scene
have
will
made
be.
here
In
addition
loon business here a few years ago,
cf
the murfler.
to
the attractions of the Alvarado
has turned desperado since leaving
hotel
the
wonderful
Indian
bazaar,
here, and the following account, dated
FELL DOWN WELL.
from Billings, Mont., will show the which Harvey has established and the
con- other Indian curio stores owned by
names of some
the Hyde Exploring Expedition and J.
nected with the shooting:
Tom Solomon, a gambler, was shot W. Bennett, with the Indians that sur- Sad Death to Son of Levi Baldwin,
them. They are bound to inand dangerously wounded by Frank round every
passenRente, bartender for Fogg and Wat-kin- terest
Cattle Raiser.
ger
in a way that will make them reof the new saloon, the Globe, this
member
Albuquerque.
this,
Besides
morning early.
The parties had been drinking to- the fact that the city Is soon to be recHAPPENED NEAR EN6LE.
gether during the evening with a ognized as the head center for all Ingoods, and will draw many people
dian
woman named "Vic" Kirk at various
saloons, and finally had a quarrel at here from all over the continent."
Mr. Morton also stated that the Special to The Citizen.
Brewer Lee's saloon. They were put
Engle, N. M., March 31. J. C. BaldSanta
Fe is enjoying a very good busiby
out
the bartetider and must have
win, eldest son of Levi Baldwin, the
continued the quarrel In the alley in ness. The New Mexico and Rio
divisions, especially, are taxed cattleman, died here last night from
the reir of the saloon. A shot was Grande
Injuries received by falling forty feet
heard, and Solomon entered the saloon to their fullest capacity, and it was
greatest
down a well, which he had been digdifficulty
with
the
trains
that
and said that Rente had shot him. He
ging.
accident occurred yestermade light of the wound, and refused were handled and business kept mov- day at The
1 o'clock.
Baldwin wag being
ing.
to have Rente arrested.
Mr. Morton does not deny that the raised from the well by a rope. The
The woman, however, telephoned for
has cross on which he was resting slipped
the sheriff, and that officer, accom- Santa Fe is thinking seriously, and
in the rope and the unsuspecting man
raising
thinking
of
some
been
time,
for
panied by Policeman Walker, made
was precipitated to the bottom. A
search for Renle, who had disappeared freight rates, lie claims that the special
train carried Dr. C. O. Crulck-shanafter the affray. They went to his Santa Fe has had to meet the demands
from San Martial here, but medroom and getting no response to of employes and grant large Increases
of no consequence.
knocking at his door, broke it in and in wages, and has had to meet tne in- ical assistance was
Baldwin received Internal Injuries
crease
expenditures
for
material
in
found Renle asleep in bed. He was
placed under arrest and taken to the and supplies, and it will be necessary which caused death.
tn a way of protecting Its properties,
jail.
THE FLOODED COUNTRY.
Solomon was conveyed to St. Vin- to raise freight rates generally.
toparty
Mr.
will
leave
Morton
and
cent's hospital, where an examination
Weather Bulletin on Condition of the
of his wound was made by Drs. nine-hart- , night for Colorado.
Mississippi.
Lindsay and Chappie. It was
A short time ago The Citizen printed
Washington, March 21. The weathfound that the bullet had entered the some "Hot Lunch" signs for a cus- er bulletin today
the following
back near the rigia side and ranged tomer, who failed to leave his name, special bulletin: isn'd
upward, coming out in front. Fn its but stated he would call for the work.
The Mississippi river U falling from
course it penetrated the lower lobe of The Job has been eonipletea and the Cairo to Memphis, but is still rising
the liver, but only slightly. The phy- - owner is requested to call.
and will continue to rise below. The
record-breakin-

trans-continent-

stages this morning wero as follows:
Cairo, 49.8 feet; Memphis, 39.8 feet;
Vlcksburg, B0.3 feet; New Orleans,
19.7 feet.
Steady Decline Predicted.
Memphis. March 21. The river is
now falling at Memphis and it Is believed the worst of the flood situation
s over. The gauge today marked 39.8
feet against 40.1 feet last night, and a
steady decline In the big stream is predicted from now on. Three other
breaks in the levee north of Memphis
will tend a large volume of water
through the St. Frances basin in Arkansas. This water will flow into the
Mississippi again at Helena and the
levees south of there will feel Its full
force.
The situation south of Memphis shows a weak place at Lcland,
Ark., oposlte Greenville, Miss.
The
caving of the river bank along the
front of the levee there has continued
rapidly and is now within 100 feet of
the levee proper.
Slowly Rising at New Orleans. '
New Orleans, March 21. The gauge
here today marked 19.6, which is in
excess of the record of 1897. It is
rising very slowly. In spite of the Arkansas breaks, the current here is still
terrific and the water is being carried
out to the sea at a tremendous rate.
Reports from all quarters to the levee
board continued encouraging today so
far as conditions In the city and the
country contiguous thereto are concerned. The strain against the levees
south of Red River on. both sides of
the rive is increasing, Dut confidence
contlnus to be expressed that they
will hoid. A heavy rain fell during the
night and early morning, and the weather is cloudy and threatening further
precipitation.
Fear a Break.
Natcheu, Miss., March 21. Torren
tial rains last night and today have ag
gravated the flood situation along the
Sycamore levee in Concordia Parish,
Louisiana, and it is feared a break will
occur.

NUMBER 410

COAL STRIKE
COMMISSION!
The Report of the Investigation ia Made Public.

GOES

INTO

INTERESTING

DETAILS

Representatives of Doth the Operators and
Miners Refuse to Dlseuss Report.

Washington, March 21. The report scope of Jurisdiction conferred on
and therefore no action
of the commission appointed by the
wr.s taken on that subject.
president last October to Investigate
Won't Talk.
the anthracite coal strike is made
Wllkesbarre, March 21. President
public.
The report is dated March 18, and Is T. D. Nlcholls, of district No. 1, when
signed by all the members of the com seen was somewhat averse to talking
of the subject of the commission's
mission.
In brief the commission awards gen award.
"I do not care to say anything for
eral increase of wages amounting in
most instances to 10 per cent; some publication," said Mr. Nlcholls, "until
decrease in time; settlement of all I have thoroughly dlgosted the report."
"I understand, though," continued
disputes by arbitration; fixes the minimum wage and sliding scale; provides Mr. Nlcholls, "we do not get the weighagainst discrimination of persona, ing of coal, and that, of course, caused
either mine owners or miners, on ac- great disappointment."
count of membership or
Baer Refute an Opinion.
ship in labor union, and provides the
Philadelphia,
March 21. Cteorge F.
in
force until
awards shall continue
president
Baer,
of the Reading rail
March 31, 1906.
road, received the report of the strike
The commission discussed to some commission today.
He refused to disextent the matter of the recognition
report
cuss
he had gone over
tha
until
of the miners' union
or
carefully.
li
but declined to make any award on
this measure.
Mitchell's Demeanor. .
The increase of wages in most cases
Bay City. Mich., March 21. When.
date from November 1, 1902, and are President Mitchell, of the United Mine
to be paid before June 1, 1903.
Workers of America, who Is In this'
When questions are too important city, was shown a summary this afterStrike 8ettled.
Lorain, Ohio, March 21. The strike to be settled by consultation by the noon of the coal strike commission's,
at the American Ship Building compa superintendent or manager of mine report, he declined to give any expres
ny's plant here, involving about 1,500 and miner and miners directly inter sion of opinion on H.
"I cannot discuss it," he saM, "unmen, inaugurated several weeks ago, ested, it shall be referred to a permahag been settled on a compromise and nent joint committee to be called a til I have an opportunity to read the
the workmen will return to work Mon. board of conciliation, to consist of six full report and digest its contents. I
day. An average increase of 10 per persons, three to be appointed by a expect to have a copy of it here this
cent is granted and the company also majorit yof the men employed in the afternoon."
district and three by the operators.
President Mitchell's demeanor while
reclgnlzes the laborer's union.
If the board cannot agree on any point he was reading the summary, was tak
that question shall be referred to an en to indicate that the commission's
POLICE COURT.
umpire to be appointed at the request report was not as favorable to the min
of the board by one of the circuit ers as had been hoped for.
judges of the Third judicial circuit of
Argument Continued.
The Clothing Thinves Up Before Jus the United States, whose decision shall
St. Louis, March 21. At the openbe final.
SeWhenever requested by a majority ing of the hearing of the Northern
tice Crawford.
dewas
morning
case
it
this
curities
of the contract miners of any colliery,
govattorneys
for
the
the
cided
that
a check welghman or check docking
days after
boss, or both, shall be employed. The ernment should have threefiling briefs.
FEW OTHER CASES.
wages of said check and docking closing of the hearing fear
his argubosses to be fixed and paid by the min- D. T. Watson then rssumad
ment.
any way they snail elect.
In Justice Crawford's court this mor. ers in
Final argunnsnts la the Great NorthThe matter of recognition of the
nlng, Arthur Drake and John Wilis
case er concluded at 3; 16 thia
ern
the young men arrested yesterday with union was not considered within the afternoon and the case was left with
a quantity of stolen clothing In their
the federal court of appeals. Deeausw
UQgsegion, were bound over to the.
CHIEF ENGINEER DUN.
of the enormous mats of evidence ana
grand jury.
'.C Voluminous arguments which tb
A coat, vest and pair of trousers
judges are called upon to consider, It
were Identified by Mike Mandell anJ
is doubtful if a decision will be possiHe
Has
Work
on
Just
Sithe
Inspected
the other two pair of trousers by
ble within two months and the probamon Stern.
bilities are that the time will be longer
Santa Fa Cut-Of- f.
It was learned In the trial this morn'h.
than that,
ing that the men entered Simon
Stern's place under the pretense of
A promising enjoyable musical is
looking at a pair of overalls, the same
W LI 60 TO CHINA BASIN.
being arranged to be given by the Cho
racket that was worked at Mandell's
ral society at the School of Music on
Monday night. The society has made
and at the same early hour. The trousJames Dun, chief engineer for the considerable progress in the art since
ers were not mlssud from the store,
and it was only after Mr. Mandell stat- Santa Fe, arrived this morning from the last concert and as they are maked that they Were not from his store Belen. He wag occompanied by Chag. ing a special effort for this one, It is
Lahtry, of B. Lantry Sons.
likely to be a treat.
that Stern's clerk identified them.
The gentlemen returned to Belen
The man that did the lifting ia still
at large, but the police are after him yesterday from a trip of Inspection of
INDIAN MUMMY.
and expect fo have him in a short the work being done on the Santa Fe
e
cut off. They traversed about forty-fivtime.
miles of the road, which took
It ia probable that there were more
goods stolen than have been mlsged. then to Mountain Air, the new town Found in a Cave at Tularosa and
The man who did the lifting undoubt- on Abo Pass.
edly took his share of the stolen arMr. Dun says that the work is pro
Brought Here.
gressing very satisfactorily.
Lantry
ticles.
Other Case.
Sons have about 600 men at work in
Thomas Clark and Irwin Spenc er, a the Abo canyon and a large amount of
AT GROSS, KELLY & CO'S STORE.
couple of young vagrants, claiming to rock Is being moved there every day
be hot l workers were given five days Another large force of men and teams
are engaged in doing cut work on the Gross, Kelly & Co. have a mummy
each.
A search warrant was Issued by pass and east of the pass, but this part
on exhibition which is a great curiosJudge Crawford against Justo Mares, df the work has not progressed as rap
ity. The body la evidently that of an
Idly
canyon
as
work.
the
lodged
county
Jail,
now
In
the
who Is
Indian, large and stately. It was exaccompanied
by
Mr.
is
his
Dun
here
on the charge of stealing a half dozen
Yale locks from the Santa Fe Pacific family. They will leave in their prl cavated from a cave near Tularosa,
storehouse. Mares is a helper around vate car to night for San Francisco, fifty miles west of Magdalena, last
the shops and it is thought that con- where Mr. Dun will Inspect some work week, by a party of explorers, and la
siderable more goods have been stol- being done on the China basin. He in an almost perfect state of preservaen by Mares, which have not been expects to return here In ten or fifteen tion. With the mummy were foundde-a
large bow anil some pottery of old
recovered. Officer W. B. Hubbell. of days for a short stay.
He said this morning that If the signs.
the Santa Fe, has the search warrant
of tha
peculiarity
A
notable
in possession, and, will undoubtedly work on the cut off continued In the
the future as soon as it has in the past curiosity is two arrows run through
secure the desired evidence
month, trains will be running through the body. One through the shoulder
trial this afternoon.
Abo canyon by next October.
and the other through the back. A
soap-weeThe First National bank of Belen,
moccasin, which was well
Representative R. M. Turner, of preserved, was on one of his feet, and
organized and established just a few
weeks ago. Is already turning out na- Grant county, passed through the city the scalp was missing.
tional bank noteB. Quite a number of last night en route to his home at
The mummy was received this morni.ew notes have found their way to A- Silver City from attending legislature ing and has been viewed by many
lbuquerque. They bear the names of at the capital. He was accompanied visitors. Roy McDonald, the Mutual
John Becker, president; R. A. Frost, by his family, who have been visiting Life insurance man, and Mr. Summers
t ashler.
Mrs. Ueorge II. Frost has the in Santa Fe. Mr. Turner is the newly dropped In on a telephone message
first one Issued, which was presented appointed attorney of the Seventh
that they had a man to be insured.
her by her son, Alfred.
But they found it dead business.

fr
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! A GOOD HOT WATER

BAG!

BRiaas

HUGHES

&

Daily

ifijci)

co.f

faithfully discharged the trust to the
satisfaction of all the members.

McCKEIGHT, Publishers

The Citizen has received Vol. 1, No.
of the Demlng Graphic, published at
Editor Pemtng by N. S. Rose, formerly of the
Thoa. Hughes
City
McCrlght....Mgr.
Editor
and
W. T.
Cerrlllos Register. It Is an eight-page- ,
weekly, and The Citizen hopes success
Published Dally and Weekly.
for the enterprise.
1,

For sometime, a scheme has been In
hatching to dispose of the rotten
Water Supply company's works to the
city. Tills paper is opposed to such a
Associated Press Afternoon Dispatches proposition, and will fight the corporaLargest City and County Circulation tion sheet's scheme to the bitter end.
The Largest New Mexico Circulation
Largest Northern Arizona Circulation
The people of this city are hereby
Terms of Subscription.
notified that the corporation sueet (the
is trying to unload
Copies of this pnpor may be found on its rotten water works on to the city.
our
of
file at Washington In the olllre
vpecial correspondent, K. O. Siggora, 818 The Citizen opposes such a scheme,
Jf street N. W., Washington l. C.
and will fight the Idea from start to
.00 finish.
Dally, by mail, one year
t
.
3.00
Dally, by mnll, six months
1.50
There are certain people who cry
Ially, by mnll, three months
f"
ally, by mall, one month
75 out against being bossed, but if you
Ially, by carrier, one month
2.00 happen to go against their way of
Weekly, by mall, per year
In thinking they get excited because they
The Dally Citizen will be delivered per
rate of 20 cents
the city at the75 low
cents per month, when cannot boss you, and actually convince
week, or for
paid monthly. These rates are less than themselves that they have been
tbooe If any other dally paper In the
abused.
UNiON

LA BE

L

There

will be no boycotts In

This city can now expand and annex
contiguous territory.
'

President Roosevelt will be royally
entertained when he visits this city on
May

6.

The Gallup Republican has greatly
Improved under the new management
of Messrs. Pease & Morgan.
The public schools and educational
Institutions of New Mexico were well
taken care of by the legislative assem
My.

The Citizen will begin next week the
publication of certain tax returns
with probably a few odious compart'
sons.
Senator W. H. Andrews left last
night for Pennsylvania, where he goes
In the interest of his railroad enter
prises.

NEW

tative of Valencia county, deserves
special credit for his active work in
favor of the territorial university. He
was chairman of the committee on
finance of the house, and but for his
efforts the university would not have
received an Increase of appropriations.

There will be no election of any sort
In this city this year, and the discussion of politics will be set aside by
Mariano Armijo, "the ready affidavit
man," has another card in this mornbusiness interests.
ing's corporation sheet the
George F. Albright made a good
the great newspaper Hoprecord in the legislative council, and per. The people, likewise the proprie-

t,

worked and voted for every measure tors and editors of The Citizen, know
Mariano. He was the man sent to
beneficial to this city.
Santa Fe, upon a certain occasion a
The governor has proclaimed April 3 few years ago, with school board
as Arbor Day. No one throughout the money to officiate as lobbyist at the
The school board was
Rio Grande valley should - forget to legislature.
worked in a fine manner.
plant a few trees on that day.
Children's Cougns and Colds.
One of the best working members of
Mrs. Joe McGrath, 327 East First
the late legislature was Mai. W. H. H
IJewellyn. He proved to be a good street, Hutchinson, Kan., writes: "I
have given Ballard's Horehound Syrup
friend of Albuquerque at all times.
the past four years, and find it the
The territorial tax rate will be tor
hpsf mprlirfnA
PVPr neor! " TTnML-lightly increased during the ensuing manv COUeh RVriinn
rnnfolna nn
years.
two
This increase is caused by opium, but will soothe and heal any
the $30,000 appropriation to the St. rtiftPflRA nf ihtk thrnnt rtf Itinera rtulib'A
IxmiIb fair.
than any other remedy. 25c, 60c and
$1.00 at Cosmopolitan Pharmacy
B.
Ptogreso Is the county seat of the Ruppe.
o
new county of Torrance. The village
The Instinct of a Mother.
l on the line of the Santa Fe Central It might
seem that where half a
railroad, and is the home of Col. J.
dozen herds were mingled together it
Franco. Chaves.
would be impossible to spW tha
calves belonging to a particular owner
The territorial university was well
any degree of accuracy, says E.
taken care of by the legislative delega witn
Mayo in Leslie's Montuly, that in the
tion from this county. The sum of

Alpheus Hampe Will Be Tried in Rio
Arriba County at the April Term.
In district court at Santa Fe yesterday, Alpheus Hampe, indicted for the
murder of Epltacio Gallegos, was
granted a change of venue by Judge
John R. McFle to the district court of
Rio Arriba county. The trial will be
held at the next term of the Rio Arriba
county court which will convene Monday, April 27.
The appeal case of Inez R. de Roybal
versus David Qulntana occupied the
court's attention the greater part of
yesterday.
It was expected that it
would be finished Thursday afternoon
and the case of Attorney H. L. Ortiz
versus S. 8. Beatty, for payment of attorneys fee Is next on the docket.
The demurrer filed by defendant in
the criminal libel cases againBt W. M.
Berger probably will come up for hearing today.

ing of a dormitory.
Alex.

Bowie

worked hard for Mc
Kinley county, and finally secured an
appropriation for a hospital at Gallup.
This city was befriended upon all oc
casions by Mr. Bowie.

The republicans

of

this town and

county will vigorously oppose being
money loaner,
bossed by a
who is only noted in this section for
his ability as a tax dodger.
non-reside-

round up they would become hopelessly mixed. But all this Is obviated hv
very simple rule, which is that the calf
neiongs to tne cow that claims it, and
consequently to the concern whose
brand she bears. Long experience has
taught the cattlemen that the calf may
mistake its mother sometimes, but the
cow its offspring never. Of course, In
these days of wire fences when the
free riders of the range are degenerating to the rank of the eastern "hired
man," and each "bunch" is kept to its
own territory, there is small occasion
for the exercise of this test, but in the
old days of tho open range it worked
perfectly, except In tho case of ma-

Luna county had a faithful and ac
tlve representative at banta Fe this vericksthose cattle that hart
winter in Mr. Pollard. He won the ibe yearlings or over without having
good opinion of everybody by hlB gen- passea unuer the
branding iron
tlemanly and straight forward course. and these the impartial
law of the
time distributed in proportion to the
Nestor Montoya won golden opinions number of each herd participating in
as speaker of the house of representa- - the round up.

Iaxativo

QZ2
rot
Cores sCcid lulOnoD&y.Cnp in 2 DaysCi?. SvJ&Ti

on ever)'
box. 25c
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OFFICERS AND DIRECTORS:
M. 8. OTERO, President
W. S 3TRICKLER, V. P., and Cashier, W. J. JOHNSON, Ant Ca.hle.- WM. MclNTOSH
SOLOMON LUNA
GEO. ARNOT.
J. C. EALDRIDGE
A. M. BLACKWELL
W. A. MAXWELL

TREATMENT

TREATMENT.
The new Ozonoform Treatment for Consumption which has been
introduced by l'r. Frederick J. Fielding and is now being tried with tho
above satisfactory results at the Fielding Institute in the Hicks Building, San Antonio, is sharply differentiated from the other
cures first Is the fact that its nature is openly proclaimed by its
originator, Dr. Kretchmeycr, of Berlin, and second, that it is founded,
not on some sudden and accidental discovery of a curative substance,
but on the results of years of study and experimentation alone the lines
which modern scientific thought has Indicated as tho most likely to
bring about satisfactory results.
GET DR. FIELDING'S BOOK.
A full desrrintlon of the new Ozonoform Treatment, tocether with
much information of value to consumptives Is contained in a book
wnicn nas recently ueen puuusnea ny ur. rieiuing. it is a nanusomeiy
illustrated work, and everyone interested in the subject should writ or
Dr. Fielding at the Hicks Building, San Antonio, Texas, for a copy
of it. It is sent free of charge.

J.

THE OZONOFORM

Real Estate,
Fire Insurance,
Loans

g

hfcALTH FOODS.

JEMEZ & SULPHUR HOT SPRINGS
STAGE LINE.
Carries the U. a. man; only line with
a change of stock en route; good rigs,
horses and drivers; leaves Albuquerque every Tuesday, Thursday and Saturday at 5 a. m. For particulars address W. L. Trimble & Co., agents, Albuquerque, or J. B. BLOCK, proprietor, Jemez.

ABSTRACTS OF TITLZ TO BERNA! ILLO COUNTY REAL E
TATE AND MINING PROPERTY FURNISHED PROMPTLY. WILL
INSURE VOUR PROPERTY IN BEST COMPANIES AT LOWEST
RATES. HOUSES RENTED. RENTS COLLECTED. TAXES '.'AID
AND ENTIRE CHARGE TAKEN OF PROPERTY FOR RESIDENTS
.
!
AND
j

We keep the most complete stock of
health foods in the city and we sell
them at eastern prices. Caramel Ce
real, Toasted Wheat Flakes, Toasted
Corn Flakes, Hulled Wheat, Hulless
Beans, Nut Butter, Bromose, Protose.
Meltos;, Granola, dranose Biscuit,
Peptrene, Zwieback, Malted Nuts and
Beef Fluid. A fresh supply of the
o
above just received. Try them.
MONUMENTS.
WOMAN'S EXCHANGE,
All kinds of stone and marble work.
Prices moderate. Shop and yard cor- 323 South Second street. Bell 'Phone
A15.
ner Fifth street and Railroad avenue.
H. Q. MAURINO
o

nOORE

M.

(ESTABLISHED 1886.)

)

& CO.

MANAGER OP

Albuquerque Abstract Company
Nxt

Door to First National Bank.
Now Tale phono 222.

No tuberculosis preservaline or col
Douglas shoes first spring oring In Matthews' Jersey milk.
o
shipment has arrived many new
In Mexican d rawn work we are
R. P. HALL, Proprietor
styles in patent vici, vicl kid, French
Albert
and box calf $3 and $3.50. SIMON showing a big assortment.
305
Faber,
West Railroad avenue.
Iron and Brass Castings; Ore, Coal and Lumber Cars; Shaftings, Pulleys,
STERN, Railroad Avenue Clothier.
o
o
Grade Bars, Babbitt Metal; Columns and Iron Fronts for Buildings;
Aluminum house numbers; three for
Mrs. Batnumi, at ner parlors, No.
Repairs on Mining and Mi 11 Machinery a Specialty.
205 South First street, over the Hyde 25 cents. See C. A. Hudson, Second FOUNDRY SIDE RAILROAD TRACK
ALBUQUERQUE, N. M.
Exploring Expltlon store, is prepared avenue.
o
tc give thorough scalp treatment, dr
Go to the White Elephant for Muen- hair dressiing, treat corns, bunionb
and ingrowing nails. She gives mas- chen Hofbrau beer.
sage treatment and manicuring. Mrs.
Gentlemen! Let us take your meas
Bambini's own preparations of com- ure now for a new suit. Our tailoring
plexion cream builds up the skin and pleases. Nettleton Tailoring Agency
improves the complexion, and are
o
guaranteed not to be Injurious. She
Fresh Cut Flowers,
also prepares a hair tonic that cures
IVES, THE FLORIST.
and prevents dandruff and hair falling
rY .....
out; restores life to dead hair; reYSP
V"
a
a
moves moles, warts and superfluous
kS.k.
IN
EVENING
ATTIRE
hair. Give her a trial. She also has
a very fine tooth powder,, which she
guarantees to be free from all metallic
substances. It perfumes the breath,
hardens the gums and makes the teeth
clean and white. It Is highly recommended by all first class dentists. Also a face powder, a freckle cure, and
pimple cure, and pile cure. All of
these preparations are purely vegetaft
'
ble compounds. Give her a tilal.
,s ,v X
Automatic telephone 490.

Albuquerque Foundry and Machine Works

W. 1

THE JOHN BECKER CO.,
Roller Mills and Elevator

I'

II

o
Go to the White Elephant

German Imported beer.
from Germany.

for the

Just received

75

hrofesional cards

JJ

T

dentists!

It-

for the build

CflKKEF.CE

CAPI TAL, $100,000.00.

As to a cure for consumption, there has been enJless theorizing
and numberless "cures" have been advocated, practiced and abandoned.
Those proposed have generally been based on the alleged discovery of
some mysterious compound having the effect of arresting the disease.
There are of course very pertinent reasons why these "discoverers" should withhold from tho public information as to the nature
of their remedies, but if this is necessary, it is hardly likely to beget
widespread confidence.

T

$20,000 was appropriated

OZONOFORM

OF

DEPOSITORY FOR ATCHISON, TOPEKA A SANTA FE RAILWAY

W.

VENUt.

BM

.,i

,

EXTENDS TO DEPOSITORS EVERY PROPER ACCOMMODATION
AND SOLICITS NEW ACCOUNTS.

Seventy Per Cent in the .Second Stage
of This Disease are Cured by the

Grand Central.

CHANGE OF

Journal-Democra-

Over Eighty Per Cent In the First Stage and

L. ti. Murray, Gold Roads, Ariz.;
C. H. Miller; L. B. Prince, Espanoia.

Carl Dalies, the energetic represen-

WITH AV.PLE MEANS
AND UN3UR PSbED FACILITIES
THE

Marclal.

The New Mexican will continue unSEVERE ATTACK OF GRIP
der the able management of Col. Max
Frost. He deserves the best of treatment at the hands of the republicans Cured by One Bottle of Chamberlain's
Cough- - Remedy.
of this territory, and it is hoped that
he will be retained as secretary of the
"When I haa an attack of the grip
bureau of immigration.
last winter (the second one) I actually
cured myself with one bottle of Cham
R. M. Turner certainly deserves the berlalns Cough Remedy," says Frank
solid appreciation of the people of W. Perry, editor of the Enteprise, of
tlves. His duties were arduous, but ho Shortsville, N. Y. "This is the honest
Silver City. He secured Increased ap- truth. I at times kept from coughing
propriations for the normal school and myself to pieces by taking a teaspoon,.
other needs of his county, and made a ful of this remedy, and when the coughgood record in the house.
ing spell would come on at night I
would take a dose and it seemed that
Governor Otero has given convlnc In the briefest interval the cough
lng proof of his rare executive ability would pass oft and I would go to sleep
and devotion to the best Interests of perfectly free from cough and its ac
the people of this territory. Upon companying pains. To say that the
every occasion during the legislative remedy acted as a most agreeable surBesslon he rose to the situation and prise is putting it very mildly. I had
no idea that it would or could knock
stood for economy In territorial
out the grip, simply because I had
never tried It for such a purpose, but It
Hon. W. A. Hawkins, member of the did, and It seemed with the second atlegislative council from Otero county, tack of coughing the remedy caused it
will be given a banquet this evening to not only be of less duration, but the
at Alamogordo by the people of that pains were far less severe, and I had
city. The railroad employes of that not used the contents of one bottle beplace sent him a telegram thanking fore Mr. Grip had bid me adieu." For
sale by all druggists.
him for his excellent work in the

1903

CONSUMPTION

Sturges' European.

Metropolitan.
J. C. Macdonald, San Francisco;
B. Ward.

21

NEW CURE FOR

R. T. Hart, Las Vegas; A. A. Knott,
Brrthand, Colo.; H. W. Taylor, J. N
Fountain, Denver Alex. Bowie, Gallup; Paul Mosk. Denver; P. Romero,
Las Vegas; J .R. Carpenter, Tijeras;
K. W. Townsend,
Kansas City; D.
Hagerty, Belen; H. C. Adams, WU- Hams, Ariz.; Mrs W. A. Baylls, San

Journal-Democrat-

0k

K1

t,

ALVARADO PHARMACY

PROPRIETORS

JMbuqufrf,uc

&

HOTEL ARRIVALS.

CITIZEN. SAT UK DAY, MARCH

Op-dyk-

Call ami let us show you good honest values In Hot Water Bags,
Fountain Syringes, Combination Syringes, Atomizers, etc. We sell
tbrtu on a positive guarantee for perfect workmanship and durability.

m.

DAllf

Alvarado.
B. Hirscrfeld, New York; M. C.
Philadelphia; Miss C. Lee, lleau-monTexas; Geo. E. Roe, El Paso;
Chas. J. Ruchner, Brooklyn; C. F.
Karns, Mexico; II. J. Wlckham and
Mrs. Allen
Conn.;
wife, Hartford,
Lord, Springfield, Mass.; S. D. Heady,
New Jersey; Mr. and Mrs. F. H. Pierce,
Las Vegas; A. I.. Thomas, Carthago,
Mo.; O. W. Closson, Topeka; H. H.
Howard and wife, San Marclal; O. II.
Mooher, Los Angeles; A. H. Chappell
and wife, New London. Conn.; R. M.
Turner, wife and children, Miss Mary
Oott, K. U. Hobart. Silver City; E. H.
Carl A. Dalies,
Weltzel. Pittsburg;
Relen; A. W. Pollard, Demlng; W. A.
Hawkins and wife, Alamogordo; C. H.
Metzgar, Santa Fe; James Dun, C. H.
Howard, Chicago; Chas. J. L. Lantry,
Strong City, Kas.; J. F. McNally, E. L.
Auer, San Marclal; Drt Jarntte, St.
Louis; W. C. Howard, Denver; Jess C.
Lewis, Pueblo; H. B. Stone, San Francisco; E. T. Dutchcr, Kansas City; R.
H. Hoffman and mother, Quincy. 111.;
Mr. and Mrs. Duffy, Chas. Redfrow,
New York; R. L. Craft, Chicago.

HAVE YOU A GOOD ONE?

b.

THE ALBUQUERQUE

Edmund J. Alger,

D. O. 8.
Office hours, 8:30 a man naturally wants to look his best
Railroad avenue.
a. mil to 12:30 p. m.; 1:30 p. m. to 6 p. m.
can if his linen accords with his
Telephone 463. Appointment
made by
mail.
habiliments can if we attend to his
blundering. You will make not the

SuS

Will

Ellis MacDougall,

D. D.

8.

slightest

It Cure
IWss?

'phone

lu-r- ?

tion ami female weakness.
It always
helps. It almost always cures.
Three yea i ago.1 write Mr. John Crahau.
of oi8 Plumb Streel, (Hrankfori) Philadelphia,
Pa . "I ha.1 a very bad attack of dropsy which
left me with heart trouble, anil rUoa very weak
bark. At tunes I wait so bail that I lid uot know
what to do with mvnelf. Mv children advised
rencription,' but I
me to take your Favorite
had been takiuj no much medicine from thedc-to- r
that I waa liscoHrartl with everything. I
carat to Philadelphia two yeara ago, and pick
'

lng up one of your little book one day began to
read what yon medicine had done lor other, I
determine! to try it myself. 1 took aeveu botI um a
tles, and
.tron. well woman,
weighing n pouiidu Have KQmcd q foundl
ioce I blaiUu to uae 'l;aotite preacrittion
Dr. Pierce's Pleasant Pellets clear the
sweeU--

the breath.

,

to"

BELEN,

THE JOHN BEOKEK OO , Props.

sell

N.! M

Residence, Automatic 'Phone 299
Automatic 'Phone No. 516.
Bell Telephone No. 1 1 5.

62.

LAWYERS.
That's the personal question a woman
asks herself when she reads of the cures ATTORNEY-AT-UA.- Bernard S. Rodey
Albuquerque. N.
of womanly diseases by the use of Dr. M. Prompt attention given
to all business
Pierce's pavorite Prescription.
pertaining to the profession. Will pracWhy shouldn't it cure
tice In all courts of the territory anil
tho United States land offlce.
Is it a complicated case? Thousand
of such cses have le;u cured by " FaIra M. Bond
vorite Prescription." Is it a condition
,
ATTORNET-AT-I.AW42 F street N. W.,
which local doctors have declared inWashington, I), c. Pensions, lands, patcurable? Among the hundreds of thou- ents, copyrights, cavlats, letters patent,
sands of sick women cured by the use of trade marks, claims.
Dr. Pierce's Favorite Prescription there
are a great many wbo were pronounced
William D. Leo
incurable by local doctors.
Offlce, room 7, N.
Wonders ATTORNEY-AT-IAW- .
T. Armijo building. Will practice In all
have lieen worked by " Pavorite Preof
courts
the
territory.
the
scription " iu the euro of irregularity,
weakening drains, inflammation, ulceraR. W. D. Bryan

souiplfxiou ami

in entrusting your

mistake
N. T. Armijo building, room 2. Office
to us, for we know how to
hours, 8:30 a. m. to 12:30 p. m.; 1:30 p. washables
launder well and use our knowledge
m. to 6 p. m. Appointments made by
crinsciantiously.
mall. Automatic 'phone 157; Old

When you want to buy Flour and Bran, cr want
Wheat, write to

Imperial Laundry
Back of

Pott office.

be-fo-

ATTORNEY-AT-LA-

Albuquerque,

rooms I and 8. K.
N. M.

ATTORNEY-AT-LA-

T. Armijo building, Albuquerque,
E. W. Dobson
ATTORNEY-AT-LAOfflce,
block, Albuquerque, N. M.

Cromwell

John H. Stlngls
ATTORNEY-AT-I.AW-

.

Albuquerque, N. M.

Summer suit

ai

Made

WILLIAM

N.

National Bank building.
Frank W. Clancy

M. Offlce. Klrst

Gel Your

Cromwell block.

PHYSICIANS.
Dr. J. E. Bronson
Hoineopathlo Physician,
17,
Room
Whiting Block.

LOCAL' UNDERTAKER SANTA FE PACIFIC RAILROAD.

COMHERCIAL CLUB BUILDINO.
THOUSANDS SAVED Oy
If you want to
DR. KING'S NEW DfSGQVERY

GLEASNER
THE TAILOR
2161--

2

SOUlD

second sr.
Albuquerque

For Consumption. Coughs, Colds
and all

THROAT AND

LUKGIHCliClES.

This wonderful medicine iosti 'e!y
cures Consumption, CourrLp, Coldd
HronchitL, Asthma,
Fover,
Lf C!ripp?

h,
Uonr8ono,s,SorpT!iror.ttidViooiy
i'li-iiriuy-

,

lag Cough. Every botlLi juaran tecc
NOCUPE-

$ICE

-

...HO PAY.

50c.il' iCCTfLi;SFr.e

E. C.

Advertise in newspapers
anywhere at anytime
call on or write
Pake's Advertising Agency

eN

fmwcisco

Ct.

-

ADVERTISE
IN

NEWSPAPERS
MAGAZINES
TRADE PAPERS
warn ton mat to '
CO.

CURTIS-NEWHA-

10

ANSKU.

OAUrORMI

filE ALBUQUERQUEiDAlLY CITIZEN SATURDAY
:THE ODD PENNIES.

t

For the sake of savins odd
pennies don't buy an inferior

plan adopted at the Chicago world's
fair In 1893.
The St. IauIs lines agreed to notify
Chairman Mahoney of the western
trunk lines committee In Chicago that
It was not proposed to absorb the
(.witching of world's fair grounds
charge In the freight bills.

Fifty Years thd Standard

MARCH 21

1903

mm

mm

mm

emulsion when you really need
Scott's Emulsion.
More Riots.
The difference in price is Disturbances of strikers are not nearly as grave as an Individual disorder of
pennies. The difference in re- the system. Overwork, loss of sleep,
nervous tension will be followed by
sults is pounds pounds of utter
collapse, unless a reliable remedy
There's
employed.
Is immediately
new
flesh and days of nothing so efficient to cure disorders
of the liver or kidneys as Electric Bitstrength and comfort.
ters. It's a wonderful tonic, and effecnervine and the greatest all
Those who have lost flesh tive
around medicine for run down sysIt dispels nervousness, rheumacan regain it more quickly by tems.
tism and neuralgia and expels malaria
Only 60c, and satisfaction
means of Scott's Emulsion germs.
guaranteed by all druggists.
o
than in any other way.
Accidentally Shot.

SALE OF BLACK DRESS GOODS
Pebble Cheviot,
French Broadcloth and
Imported Voile positively the finest $2.00 dress goods ever shown
in thU city to see them is to buy Sale Price, per yard. .
All-Wo- ol

52-in-

All-Wo-

Those

LININGS

mm&

mm

Ct

Highest Honors World's Fair.
Highest Tests
S. Gov't Chemists

py

ol

Wash Silks

Kai-K- al

are herel 1234 yards of
Corded
Wash Silks at 30c the yard.

of

iiecc
Arline Silk has

Roy Gumm was shot in the leg, last
Wednesday. The ball struck just below the knee, ranged downward, glancing the bone, and was cut out on back,
making a wound some three or four
RAILROAD NOTES.
Inches.
The circumstances were these: Roy,
)
John
and Elmer Gumm and Lloyd Hul-ber- t
Superintendent J. F. McXally, of the
were en route to the San Andres
Itio Grande division, arrived here from to prospect what Is supposed to be an
tan Marclal last night.
amethyst mine, discovered by them
Wells-Farg& Co. have Increased
or three years ago. John and Roy
the wages of their main line messen- two
walking near the wagon shooting
were
gers fom $90 to $100 per month.
thoy became separated and
rabbits,
F. T. Deuter, an employe of the local
sight
of each other in the excitelost
fhops, has gone to San Bernardino on
sport, and Roy suddenly
ment
of
the
a visit. Mr. Deuter formerly lived realizing that he was
In the range of
there.
rifle, made an effort to
U.
Mrs. J. M. Fenner. wife of the popu- - his brother's
get away,
was caught by a stray
Jar engineer, left la3t night for Buffalo, bullet whichbuthad killed a rabbit and
X. Y. Mrs. Fenner's mother is serioushad ploughed tip the earth for some
PRICE BAKING POWDER CO.. CHICAGO.
ly 111 at Buffalo.
striking him.
The body of the late Engineer A. F. distance beforeis rapidly healing under probably come to naught. New Mex'After Dr. Ravold had Imported and
The wound
Eames reached Las Vegas from Santa
propagated
Dr. Paden and lucre ico.
of
treatment
the bacilli he was at a loss
the
Fe on No. 8 Thursday morning. The will be no lasting injuries. White
to secure somebody to dump them into
funeral took place under the auspices
pill
The
'neath
stars
and
the
lest
the dralnago canal and carry out his
Oaks Eagle.
stripes;
of the Masons-HumAlmost upon the point of giving
system and never plan.
It
cleanses
the
Morgan has handed In his
up the project he thought of his cowCough Settled on Her Lungs.
gripes.
resignation at Las Vegas as a fireman
'"My daughter had a terrible cough
boy brother and sent for him.
r.nd will accept a position braking out which settled on her lungs," says N. Little Early Rirors of wordly repute
For a compensation of $125. the bro
Ask for DeWItt's and take no subof Raton. He will now sit on the seat Jackson, of Danville, 111. "We tried a
consented to perform the deed.
ther
stitute.
coal.
many
great
shovel
remedies without relief. A small pill, easy to buy, easy to take The barrels were loaded onto two fiat
and watch the other fellow
Honey
Foley's
and
Hugh Tierney, of EI Paso, has sued until we gave her
and easy to act, but never falling in cars and transported to Lamont, 111.
the Southern Pacific Railway company Tar which cured her." Refuse substi- results. DeWitt's Little Early Risers Meanwhile the cowboy had already
Pharmacy.
arouse the secretions and act as a gone to Lamont and became acquaintfor $15,000 damages for injuries which tutes. Alvarado
tonic to the liver, curing permanently. ed with the situation. When the
he alleges he received on the 19th day
Curly Carroll Caught.
bar
B. H. Brlggs & Co.; S. Vann & Son.
of February, 1903, while working as a
Sheriff Owen arrived here Monday
rels arrived he, alone and unaided,
o
fireman for defendants.
slayer
of Juan
with Curly Carroll, the
rolled the entire 107 barrels to the
Hanging Does Not Worry Telles.
The First Regiment band has gratui- Barreras, says the White Oaks Eagle.
drainage canal, opened the bung holes
There
are
prisoners
seven
in
the
fair
play
at
tously consented to
the
The circumstances of this killing are
and poured the squirming contents ingrounds Sunday afternoon and help well known to Eagle readers. Barreras county jail at Santa Fe. Jose Telles, to the channel. He worked quietly all
sentence
on
3
under
to
hang
April
for
swell the crowd at the ball game be- was enamored of a certain dusky
night and the watchman found the
tween the Santa Fe Pacific shop boys senorlta, and Carroll was a successful the murder of Epitaclo Gallegos Is one empty barrels along the canal bank
of these'. Telles does not seem to wor
arid the Old Town Tigers teams.
the next morning. Ravold then return
rival. Barreras knocked, Carroll reR. B. Walker, Rock Island agent at fused to open; Barreras with drawn ry much over his Impending fate. He ed to St. Louis and has since been loheartily,
sleeps
soundly
eats
and
when
r Faxon, was captured at Lawton, Ok- dagger in hand kicked in tne door, his not
thus occupied amuses himself by cated there.
lahoma. He disappeared a few days weapon flashing in the moonlight as
The facts In the matter have been
ago, leaving his accounts short, it Is he entered. Carroll sent a leaden mes singing and playing the harp. Alpheus kept a dark secret until after Dr.
same
Hampe,
for
is
who
indicted
the
county
jail.
alleged. He is now in the
testimony before the drainage
senger from a
The extent of Walker's shortage has tearing through his heart. Barreras crime has recovered from bis wounds. canal commission recently and Dr. Ra
not been made public.
vold finally consented to relate the dekicked the bucket. Carroll and his
A WOMAN TO BE PRETTY
The Raton Range says: Mr. Ander- company went out Into the night and
tails.
son, of the Baldwin Locomotive works, were swallowed up.
Must Have Luxuriant and Glossy Hair,
The tttomach is the Man.
Is here doing some test work on the
Barreras blood which ran ten feet
No Matter What Color. .
A weak stomach weakens the man,
POO class engines.
He will remain from the door out of the cabin where
The finest contour of a female face, because it cannot transform the food
some three weeks and next week will he died, stood in a pool, soaking Into
sweetest smile of a female mouth, he eats Itno nourishment. Health and
the
Vouclain,
Inventor
by
M.
S.
be assisted
the earth, and discovered him to his loses something if the head Is crowned strength cannot be restored to any sick
of the engine bearing his name.
man or weak woman without first refriends. The widow came up from El
General Manager W. S. Hopewell, of Paso and with relatives burled Bar with scant hair. Scant and falling storing health and strength to the
by
now
a
known,
hair,
it is
is caused
the Santa Fe Central railway has gone reras. Carroll traveled for a year, and
stomach. A weak stomach cannot
to Trinidad to look after the forward- finally wound up In the officers' hands parasite that burrows Into the scalp digest enough food to feed the tissues
to the root of the hair, where it saps and revive the tired and run down
ing of many cars containing railroad at Tucumcarl, N. M.,
week. He the vitality. The little white scales limbs and organs of the body. Kodol
supplies for the Santa Fe Central now is now the prisoner oflast
Sheriff Owen
purifies,
In the yards of the Atchison, Topeka en route to Socorro, where he seeks the germ throws up In burrowing are Dyspepsia Cure cleanses,
called dandruff. To cure dandruff per- sweetens and strengthens the glands
& Santa Fe Railway company at that
the privileges of the habaes corpus.
manently, then, and to stop falling and membranes of the stomach, and
point.
dyspepsia and all
hair, that germ must be killed. New- - cures Indigestion, B.
Harry Scott Is "scot free." He posed
H- - Brlggs ft Co.;
Seeking a Respite for Telles.
stomach troubles.
entirely
Herpicide,
new
an
bro's
result H. Vann & Son.
as a brakeman In Albuquerque, wore
A movement has been on foot for
laboratory, destroys
the Brotherhood of Railway Trainmen several days, in which Mrs. Gallegos, of the chemical
DEMINQ.
badge, paid $5 to F. M. Rohmberg for a widow of Epitaclo Gallegos has been the dandruff germ, and, of course,
$48 watch and was last heard of In El interested, to secure from Governor stops the falling hair, and cures bald A
FdW Pointers About a Good Town In
Paso. The order he gave on the El Otero a respite for Jose Telles, under ness.
Southern New fviexlco.
"Sold by leading druggists. Send
Paso & Northeastern for $13 was dls sentence to be hanged on April 3, in
Keep your eye on uetning.
stamps
sample
to
luc
for
in
Her
ihe
know
people
railway
The
honored.
order that he may testify at the trial plclde Co., Detroit, Mich. B. H. Brlggs Demlng has Just been Incorporated.
lilm not.
of Hampe, Indicted for the same mur- & Co., special agents.
Demlng ships over 100,000 head of cattle
A force of twenty men left Santa Fe der. The matter has not been present
annually; Is the center of the greatest
Thursday for Kennedy to work for the ed to Governor Otero. He has a stand
breeding region in the southwest and catWO MAN SUFFRAG E.
tlemen all know this.
Santa Fe Central railway. Several ing rule never to interfere In the date Gov. Brodie, of
Demlng--, the coming city of New Ilex-IcoArizona, Vetoed Bill
cars of railroad building supplies for set for an execution except on the
on
Should
Question.
Vote
La
this company are delayed at the
of the trial Judge, and Judge Mc
The twenty-seconsession of the Demlng has a magnificent school aya
Junta yards on account of a conges Flo has made no such request. Telles' legislature
of Arizona closed at mid- tem.
tion of traffic. Three cars or spines testimony would not be accepted at
Demlng, the railroad center of New
arrived over the Denver & Rio Grande the trial, so that the movement will night, March 19.
Mexico.
Governor
In
Brodie
Thursday
on
evening
came
platos
fish
and two cars of
Demlng,
relieved the anxious suspense of two Old Mexico.the gateway to the best part of
DOCTOR LEARNED
the Santa Fe.
days by sending to the legislature his Demlng, the seat of the new county of
veto of the bill for granting suffrage I.una.
The Power of Pure Food.
Would Check the Tip Evil.
Sometimes a physician who has ex to women, giving as his reason that Demlng la the great mining center of
The officials of the Pennsylvania
railroad are awaiting with much In hausted medical skill on his own case the question should be submitted to a the southwest.
Demlng! Don't overlook It If you are
terest the results of the measure re- finds that he has to look to pure food vote of the people.
The governor signed what is known looking for a aafe and paying Investment.
cently adopted to check the tip nuls to cure him by Its simple and homely
as the Cowan bill, which diverts into toDoming water la chemically pure-equance on their lines. The new rules yet' natural and scientific principles.
Polan aprlnga.
A well known physician and surgeon the territorial treasury fees from filing
are of a stringent character and posiDemlng haa Increaaed B0 per cent In popgreat
spent
La.,
a
has
Crowley,
porters
of
or
articles of incorporation of companies ulation In four years.
other
tively forbid the car
trainmen to do any services for pas many years in this profession. "The doing business outside of Arizona. In Demlng water and pure ozone make
"
he says, the lapt year or two this business has strong and healthy people.
sengers In order to receive tips in re services of my
Investments In Demlng lota will double
turn. It is said that if the measures "have been to try to better mankind; grown "until the territorial secretary
already adopted fall to prove effective to help them preserve health when In who by law retained the fees was pop- and treble In one year.
Demlng haa now a large Ice plant and
in putting a stop to the nuisance It possession of it and to help them to ularly supposed to receive as much electric
light system under contract.
will be made a rule to discharge any regain it when lost. So it is with great salary as the president of the United
In Demlng the demand for rental
employe who receives a tip while in pleasure I recall my first introduction States.
housea la five times In exceaa of the aup-piI had never InvestiA bill for a bullion tax was vetoed
to Grape-Nuts- .
the service.
gated the food until I came to use it in Thursday and the bill providing for a Demlng haa an abundance of water for
WORLD'S FAIR RATES.
my own case. I had suffered all that stringent examination before a medi- Irrigating vineyards, orchards, or gara man can suffer from dyspepsia, had cal board before practicing In Arizona, dens.
Buy lots and build In Demlng. Tour
Lines Make Rates for Trans tried to heal myself and had had the passed and was signed by the gover, Trunk
returna will be 20 per cent on the
portatlon of Exhibit.
services of many other prominent phy- nor. The chief feature of general In- rental
committee of the sicians. Then I clutched at Grape-Nut- s terest is that it prohibits the treat- Investment.
The St.
In Demlng good safe loans can be had
western trunk lines met at the office
as a drowning man clutches at a ment of disease by Christian science at better ratea than In the old eatabllshed
of the chairman, Freight Traffic Mana straw and to my great astonishment or osteopathy.
towns.
ger Dodge, of the Frisco, says a tele and gratification I found that I had disBills were also passed and signed, At Demlng you can buy lots at ilOO
folgram from St. Louis.
which will pay you 100 per cent In less
covered something besides a broken exempting from taxation for the
The principal matter considered was reed to lean upon, for the food began lowing years storage reservoirs, rail- than twelve months. Demlng another good hotel la needed
the freight charge of exhibits to and to recuperate me immediately and it roads and beet sugar factories, yet to toInaccommodate
the enormoua Increase of
from the world's fair and the rules and has now entirely cured me to such an be constructed.
population.
regulations governing shipment to and extent that I have returned to my old
Demlng la a great health result haa no
AIDED BY BROTHER.
from the fair. Director RUtlne of the habit of eating everything that I desuperior In climate for the cure of pulworld's fair transportation depart sire and can do so without distress.
monary
troubles.
Dumped Into Chicago Canal the BaDemlng will be the grat smelter center,
roent, it is understood, has fixed the
"And I have not only found a good
Floated Down to
cilli
That
construe
Two large plants will be Installed within
friend In sickness, but a most delicious
rate for hauling the exhibits,
St. Louis.
year.
tion materials, etc., at 6 cents per 100 dish as well. It is the most nutritious
cowboy the
a
Ravold,
former
Edward
pounds over the grounds from the en article of diet I have ever found and I and mining engineer of Arizona, and a getWhy buy high priced lots when you can
in Demlng cheap now, with certrances to the various buildings. The notice its splendid effects more par- brother of Bacteriologist Dr. Amand tain them
advance
assured?
to
freight
ticularly at night time, for a saucer Ravold, was the man who, unaided,
western lines will haul the
Agricultural lands In Demlng are unsur
St. Louis at regular tariff and in the of Grape-Nutand milk is always fol- dumped 107Jjarrels of imported bacilli passed for fertility, production of fruits
case of exhibits which do not change lowed by a most refreshing sleep and prodlgiosls into the Chicago drainage and vegetables of all kinds.
ownership the exhibits will be return- perfect awakening. My only regret is canal on the night of November 6, Demlng offers the same opportunities
ed free of charge. A switching charge that I was so slow to look into the 1901, and thereby aided his scientific now that the most prosperous cities In the
offered several years ago.
v will be made by the llnea which haul scientific merits of this wonderful brother to establish the fact that the west
needs one hundred new houses
the exhibits to the entrance of the food." Name furniuhed by Postum germs floated down to St. Louis, says toDemlng
supply the demand, and needs them
I
grounds. This Is following out the Co., Battle Creek, Mich.
a dispatch from St. Louis.
now. This demand continues 10 grow.

All-Wo-

54-in- ch

19-In-

a
beautiful hljfh silk
finish In black, drab
nearly every
and
other color wanted
regular 2.V value
Kale Trice,
per yard

ch

15c

DOMESTICS
M IkiIis of h
Unbleached Muslin
a splendid fo quality.
Sale Trice
per yard. ..

Kal-K- al

JG

H

TABLE LINENS
10 pieces of
Unbleached Table
"0-in-

Damask

Extra Fine English Long Cloth
Sale Price, par yard.

900 yards of
for less than 20c

I Vice,

per yard

23 pieces of 3(Hueh

Mill Ends of

Percales

10,000 yards of Embroidery Mill Ends, the finest
and daintiest effects priced as you never saw them
before in any store Swiss, Hamburgand Nainsook
edgings, insertions and headings from 1 to 10
inches wide hundreds upon hundreds of patterns
every kind and style, for every use you get 2
ne
yards for the price of
worth less than
all
up
to
go
and
at
75c
5c
worth up to Ifs worthm up to
worth up to 1 91
Be m
aao
tBo
a yard..'

Albatross
in black, royal, cadet
reseda, pink, lavender, light blue, cardinal, old rose, etc.
never sold short of
ii cents.
All-Wo- ol

2000 yards of extra
good quality Percale
in lengths from 2 U

yards
warranted
fast colors; not a yard
worth less than 10c- -

one--no-

Sale Price
por yard

yard...''

35c

a
yard..''

I

I

Sale Price,,,

Pr yard

a

worth uptoSOc

ALBUQUERQUE'S

mc

the kind that never sells

Mill Ends of Embroideries

Albatross..

war-

7&-

SALE OF ENGLISH LONG CLOTH
36-in- ch

Is

ranted pure linen in
a good variety of patterns; our repular cent grade Sale

j

Gc

28c

LEADING DRESS GOODS HOUSE

MAILORDERS
FILLED
WITH THE
BEST
OF CARE.

COSMOPOLITAN PAPER
PATTERNS 10c

NONE HIGHER
NONE BETTER

Leon B.Stern.proprietor

w Avtu...

1

Colonist Tickets California
WILL BE ON SALE AT SANTA FE TICKET OFFICE DAILY TO JUNE 15,
1903, AT RATE OF $25.00. THESE TICKETS WILL BE HONORED ON
FA8T TRAINS CARRYING FREE CHAIR CARS AND PULLMAN TOURIST
SLEEPERS. LIBERAL 8TOPOVER PRIVILEGES IN CALIFORNIA ACCORDED.
IF YOU CONTEMPLATE LOCATING IN CALIFORNIA, ThlS IS YOUrt
AND ECONOMICALLY.
OPPORTUNITY TO GO THERE COMFORTABLY
GROVE8 AND OTHER
IRRIGATED FARMS, ORANGE AND LEMON
BRANCHES OF AGRICULTURE HAVE YIELDED COMPETENCIES TO
OTHER PERSON8. WHY SHOULDN'T YOU BE AS SUCCESSFUL?

I have illustrated descriptive literature about California, as well as of the'
country intervening. Other books describe the equipment of our California
trains. If interested come and get copies, or write, and I will mail them to you

.

s

Q
ifl
SMaw

Cloths; a fine soft material; satin finish
suitable for shirt
waists and dresses a
splendid lie quality
Sale Trice,
per ja-d- ..
U

per yard

Sale price

Finest

28. In MADRAS
20 pieces of 2Mnch
Striped Madras

Stop and think what this really means! Just the
Silks you want so popular for Shirt Waists and
Kimonas ome in about 20 different .styles, in
stripes and corded effects the current styles in
colorings most in demand pure white, pink, red,
turquoise, grey, etc. guaranteed all p tre silk
It might seem strange to some merchants to think
that we would sell silk for 39c which cost them
42 YiZ wholesale but that is the way we do business, whenever the price can be squeezed down
even one cent, down it must go.

's

d

48-in- ch

ol

25

Send (or Free Sample.
6COTT A BOWNE, Chemist.. 4n Feirl St., N. V.

life-time,-

H

Bargain Layout for Monday.. y
Jifjfr

A

j-.-

F. L.Myers, Ticket Agt., Albuquerque, N.M.
Railroad Time Tables

TIME TABLE

Denver & Rio Grande System

fn Kft'ert NoveitilMr li

SANTAFE BRANCH.
Time Table No. 71.
(Effective Monday, March
Bast Hound
No. 426

Vo. 1,

West Bound
No. 425

9:05 ainjLv.. .Santa Fe...Ar 6:00 pm
Eapauola
10:50 am
2:45 pm
1:00 pm
1:25 pm
Embudo
3:3U pm
6 : H5 pm
8:50 pm

...Trea I'iedras

Aatonito . ,
Alamosa
8:05 am ...... Pueblo . .
.
.
Denver . . .Lv
7:15 am Ar.

10:30 pm
o:10 pm
6:40 pm

..J.

California

Express.... 7:16p.m.

Express.. 10:06 p.m.
No. 3, California Limited. . . .10:40 a.m.
LEAVE! GOINO NORTH.
Vo. 2, Atlantic Express
8:80 a.m.
No. 4, Chicago Limited
12:09 p.m.
No. 8, Chicago Express
7:30 p.m.
ARRIVES FROM SOUTH.
No. 22. Atlantic Express
7:10 a.m.
LEAVES GOINO SOUTH.
No. 27, Mexico Express
11:00 pm- Mo

T.Alex. ft Cal.

.....

....

F. G.

Pratt &

Earth.

O.ders Solicited.

W. EDWARDS...
The Veteran

ARRIVE FROM WEST.
1:37 am No. 2, Atlantic Express
8:05 a.m.
pm
9:30
No. 4, Chicago Limited
11:59 p.m.
No. 8,Cbieago Express
6:46 p.m.
Trains run dally except Sunday.
LEAVE GOINO WEST.
Connections with the main line and No. 1, California Express.... 8:15p.m.
branches as follows:
No, 3, California Limited. .. .11:00 a.m.
At Antonito for Durango, Silverton No. 7, Mex. ft Cal. Express. .10:45 p.m.
No. 7 will carry mail from the east
and all points In the San Juan country.
At Alamosa (with standard gauge) and No. 8 from the west.
The No. 8 and No. 4 are the limited
for La Veta, Pueblo. Colorado Springs
and Denver, also with narrow gauge and they arrive daily.
or Monte Vista, Del Norte and Denver,
Local freight No. 99, going south.
Creede and all points In the San Luis arrles passengers.
valley. At Salida with main line
V. U MYERS. Agent
(standard gauge) for all points east
and west Including Leadvllle and nar1882
1903
row gauge points between Salida and
Grand Junction.
At Florence and Canon City for the
gold camps of Cripple Creek and Victor. At Pueblo, Colorado Springs and Sole Agents for Casino Canned Goods,
Jas. Heekln & Co.'e Coffees,
Denver with all Missouri river lines
Granite Flour.
for all points east.
For further information address the
undersigned.
Through passengers from Santa Fe Staple and Fancy Groceries
214 South Second 8treet
in standard gauge sleepers from Alamosa can have berths reserved on apHllnboro Creamery Butter Best on
plication.
A. S. BARNEY, Act. Gen. Agt.,
Santa Fe, N. M.
S. K. HOOPER, O. P. A., Denver, Colo.

New Phone 152. Old Phone 69
Residence, New Phone 363.

190.

ARRIV B FROM THE NORTH.

2. 1003.J

PS

Co.

...Undertaker and Embalmer...
Years Actual Experience
License No. 100 by the Stat
Board of Health of Kansas.
18

Office and Parlors
307 W. RAILROAD AVENUE
Open Day and Night

W. L. TRIMBLE & CO.
Second street, between Kailroad and!
Copper avenue
Horses and Males bought and exehaao
ed. Livery, Sale, Feed and
Transfer Stable
BEST TURNOUTS

IN

THE

CITY

Address W. L. TRIMBLE ft CO,
Albuouerq.ua, N. M.

The ICEBERG
212 W. Railroad Avenue.

The finest line of Liquors and Cigar

All patrons and friends cordially locked to visit "The Iceberg." Luoce. .

served every day.
STEVE BALLING,

Proprietor.

A. E.

WALKER

FIRE INSURANCE

Secretary Mutual Building Association
Free Delivery Office at J. U. Baldrldge's Lumber Yart

THE ALKUQUKKQUfc DAILY CITIZEN
power concerning the reuses that led
OFFICIAL MATTERS.
to the strike. Tonight the Mine
Owners' association will hold a meeting at Colorado Springs, which will
probably result In the settlement of Richardson Appointed an Irrigation
Various Committees Appointed by the strike, or a declaration of war
against the Western Federation of
Commissioner-Ne- w
Postmaster.
Executive Committee Yesterday.
Miners.

ROOSEVELT'S

RECEPTION.

WILL BE HERE MAY

tip

After La Grippe What?
Usually a harking cough and a general feeling of weakness, often leading to fatal results after the patient Is
supposed to have passed the danger
point. Foley's Honey and Tar Is
to cure the "grippe cough" and
mako you strong and well. It never
falls to stop a cough If taken in time.
Take no substitutes. Alvarado Pharmacy.

5.

PRIVATE

says it's
all right

LAND CLAIMS.

Direct from our distillery to YOU

!

Sim

l,

n

Bal-drldg-

A

BABY

Mother's Friend

JhA

COMMISSION.
in

Colorado.
Denver, March 21. The commission
named by the governor to Inquire into
the Colorado City and Cripple Creek
Etrlkea met this morning but adjourn
ed until this afternoon without organ
lzlng. Another meeting will be held
this afternoon, when the taking of testimony will probably begin. The situation at the scene of the strike shows
no change. Manager McNeill, of the
Standard mill, was at the meeting this
morning. He assured the members be
jwould give all the Information In his

Drying preparation simply develop dry catarrh ; they dry up the secretions,
which adhere to the membrane and decom-jKjscausing a fur more serious trouble than
the ordinary form of catarrh. Avoid all dry.
iug iuliulauta, fuuies, smokes and mulls
and use thut which cleanses, soothes and
heals. Ely's Cream liului is such a remedy
aud will cure catarrh or cold in the head
easily aud pleaaautly. A trial size will be
mailed for 10 cents. All druggibts sell the
60o. size. Ely Brothers, 66 Warren St., N. Y.
The Ualtu ourt-- w ithout pain, does not
irritate or cause sneezing. It spreads itself
over an irritated aud angry surface, relieving immediately the painful inflammation.
With Fly's Cream Jlaltn you are armed
against h'aaul Catarih aud Uuy Fever.

!

FULL $l.00
QUARTS

S

EXPRESS
PREPAID

We will send you FOUR FULL QUART IIOTTLKS of HAYNER'S SEVEN-Y- E
R YE (or 4.no, and we will pay the express charge. Try It and
ou cver used or csn huy from
;"
L.ViJjrl elso at any price,
sendi It ?back at our exix-nttand your M.OU will be
returned to you by next mall. Just think that offer over.
How could It be
fairerr If you are not perfectly satisfied, you are notoutacent
Hotter let
us send you a trial order. If you don't want four quarts yourself,
(ret a
friend to Join you. We ship In a plain sealed case, no marks to show what's
If you can URe 2rt Qnartsj or can
some of your f Herds to Join you,
we will send yon ao
for is.OO by Yel-h- t
l'repnld. thus
saying you M.O O. We have been In business over M years aud have
a
paid-ueapltul of &00,OUO.OO so you run no risk.
Write our nearest office and do It NOW.

H"rta

customer may ask for and at any price.
Our tei ms are made to suit the customer
as near as is consistent with business

n

dealing. Call and inspect our goods, and
we w ill do our very best to please you.

A

furniture, Crockery, Glassware, Tableware, Bedding,
Pillows, Blankets and Comforts.

DAYTON, OHIO

DlSTXLLEBY,

40

TROT, O.

ST. PAUL, MINN.

ESTABLISHED

Strong

O. W.

THE HAYNER DISTILLING COMPANY
ST. LOUIS, MO.

I

Mellnl & Eakln, wholesale liquor
Our stock of olives, preserves, pickdealers, are the distributing agents for les and table relishes are the finest to
two of the most popular brands of bot be found anywhere. 1). W. Weiller &
tled beer In the worlc" St. Louis A. D. Co.
C. Bohemian, king of ill bottled beers,
and Schlitz's, the beer that made MilOUU HOBBY.
waukee famous. Family trade solicit
Dress goods and silks In a varl- ed. Goods delivered to all parts of the
ety that will please the most fas- city free of charge. Melinl & Eakln,
tldlous; pric03 to please the most
111 South First street.
critical and economical.
LION STORE.
The deep dulcet tones of the cello,
as Interpreted by an artist such as Mr.
Blondln Is, will surely delight the music loving audience that will assemble
The Campbells Are
at Colombo hall on Friday to hear the
Comin' Hurrah!
fine Metropolitan concert.
Hurrah!!
Everything points to the fact that
the Metropolitan concert on Friday
night will be the chief music event of
the season. Every porson on the program Is an artist.

SOLID COMFORT.
hot Are on a cold day our

For a
lump beats them
both 'phones.

I

In

"The Kilties"
GORDON HIGHLANDKRB

Canada's Crack I
Military Band
40 Musicians.

Nothing Cheap About
Them but the

16 Vocal
10 Soloists.
Choir. 6 Highland Dancers. 2
Bagpipers. 4 British Military
Buglers. 1 Giant Drum
Major. Boy Dancer,
etc., etc., etc.

Appearing In full Kilted Regimentals.

Price.

ui

BUTMAN'S STUDIO h
X
m
218 Railroad Ave.

z

N338 nOA

3

....PRICES....

Afternoon, 50c and $1.00.
75c and $1.00.

Evening,

Plan opens at Matson's on Tuesday,
March 24,

A V H

at

9 a. m.

Trees! Trees! Trees!
DO YOU WANT

TREES?

Fruit Trees, Forest Trees, Shrubbery and Strawberry Plants.

Thoroughly

M

Acclamated-Nic- e

Clean Stock

5PECIAL ATTFNTION OIVEN TO PACKING AND SHIPPING
Send for Pi Ice

Llit--Yo-

k' I ill

Ef

I

IV H

I N

V1I

W
LI

UllVVMU

Wool, Hides, Pelts
j;mj! We handle

teTOHi

K. C. Baking Powder,
Navajo Blankets,
Curtice Canned Goods,
Colorado Lard anl Meats.

Houses at
ALBUQUERQUE, N. M., EAST LAS
VEGAS,

N. M. AND
N. M.

GLOR-IET-

EVERYTHING
In

the Way of Toilet Requisites
Williams' Drug Store.

Imported Bay Rum, Florida Wat
Palmer's Perfumes and Toilet Wate.
For smooth hands use Wlllian
Velvet Skin Lotion.
a specialty twer
Prescriptions
experience.
mmm.

Druggists, 11? West Railroad Avenue.
Automatic Phoi. 468.
Colorado Phone 63.

GEO. B. WILLIAMS, Prescription

Has Created a Furore of Enthusiasm
In 300 American Cities.

X

mil

Sixth Grand Concert Tour

m

Ever Made
the City.

ijli

atlwt.M Jf

COLOMBO HALL

HAVE YOU 8EEN THEM?

graph

I

l

March 28

Cer-rillo- 8

The Cutest Uttle Photo-

M

11

SATURDAY,

Hahn,

all.

iimi

(Incorporated)

Afternoon

Imported beer at the White Elephant
-- just received.

iiiiiiiiiiiiniTrmriiri

GROSS, KELLY&CO.

and Evening

We have no competition on our line
teas and coffees. D. Weiller & Co.

Sons

&

1866

11

of

com-

plete as any store in the West, We aim
to cany anything for the house that a

PURE SEVEN - YEAR - OLD RYE

-

HERE'S

DiaUrs' Profits ! Prmnfs Idul!. ration

street and Copper avenue are as

:

Up Strike Situation

The basement of Colombo hall, 75
feet uiile and 342 feet long contains
Sevf n complete cars of furniture to supply the demands of the furniture trade of
Albuquerque. This is reserve stock only.
Our show rooms at the corner ol Second

rteh-ne-

1

Trying to Fix

Our Warehouse

trade Sam, In the person of ten of hi eovemmrnt omdaK In always In rharre of every
department of our distillery. Durlnir the enure iroM of distillation, utter
the whisker
la stored In barrels In our warehouses, durlnir the seven yenrs It remains there, from
the
very drain we buy to the whiskey you tret, Uncle Sam is constantly on the watch We rtare
not take a ration 0f our own whiskey from our own warehouse, unless he says It's all rWlit.
And when he does say so, that whiskey iroes direct to you. with all Us original strenKth.
s
and flavor, earrylnu a UN1TKD STATES KKU1STKKKU DISTILLER'S GUARANTEE of PURITY nnd AUK, and savin the dealers' enormous profits. That's why
H AYNKIl WHISKEY Is the best for medicinal purposes.
That's why It Is preferred for
other uses. That's why we have over a quarter of a million satisfied customers. That's
why YOU should try It. Your money back If you're not suthtled.

guar-cntee-

COLORADO

MARCH 21 190.1

Uncle Sam

be n appointed
Louis Garcia ha
On rrcrlpt of a tflcgram from Hon.
postmaster at Springer by President
It. S. Rodey, yesterday, Mayor Myers
Koosevelt.
railed a meeting of a committee comRichardson Appointed.
posed of O. N. Marron. president of the
G. A. Richardson was yesterday ap-Commercial club: O. 1a rirooks, presipointed by Gove nor Otero a member
dent of the board of trade; Capt. V. K.
ui niiKmiuu i nu,-c- i
oi
tne comiui-siuPame, one of the president's favorite
i d himself.
n
Hough rtiders. and Judfic U. S. Taker,
No Changes in Clerks.
BANK ROBBERS.
to begin arrancemmts for entertainColonel J. Francisco Chaves states
ing President Kooseve.i and party In 3
Kentucky Bank Robbed -- The Vault there will be no chango In the office
this city on May 5.
Blown Open.
force In the office of superintendent of
The mayor appointed the following
R. L. Baca and
Paducah, Ky.. March 21. Robbers rubllc Instruction.
executive committee Judge D. S. r ally today blew open the vault in the George H, Cross will continue in the
Haker, chairman; O. L. Brooks and I), posit bank of lianlwell and secured positions they have occupied.
O. N. Marron. This committee was In Ihn neighborhood of $:.O00.
The
Court of Private Land Claims.
given the authority to appoint all corn- - vault l n tot.il wreck and the charge
In tti.? cases of Barela and Sanchez
niittees for the preparation of the en-stionc that some of the our- - grants In Dona Ana county an order
tenainmeni. rue committee as ap letiry. ot wnicn lucre was
of the coiut was entered that the tespointed added Mayor Myers and P. F burned. The robbers escaped.
timony of such witnesses ns cannot bo
McCanna to this committee.
produced conveniently
before the
A Physician Writes.
At tne meeting of the executive comcourt, be taken before the chief justice
proknowing
if
the
a;n
of
desirous
"I
Commercial
at
the
last
nlelit
mittee
Herblno in bulk for or one of the associate justices at such
club, the following committers were fession ran obtain
purposes? It has been of time before the 17th day of June, 1903,
prescribing
appointed
great use to me In treating cases of as may be agreed upon by counsel, and
Finance T. S. Hiilull. chairman; J. dyspepsia brought on by excesses or at such plco as may be agreed upon.
Korber, W. I.. Trimble, Frank Sturges, overwork. I havo never known It to
George Albert, attorney for the
Charles Mansard, Karnest Meyers, fall in restoring the organs affected, Pueblo Indians, entered his appearance
Wallace Hesselden, Maynard Gunsul to their healthful activity." 60c bottle for the Indians of the Pueblo Zia in
at Cosmopolitan Pharmacy 13. Ruppe. the Galvan grant case. The Galvan
and Simon Stern.
o
To escort the president and party
giant case was continued until the
High School Program.
from Santa Fe to this city, where the
Juno term of court. The court took a
program
renderwas
interesting
An
royal party will be turned over to the
recess until today.
reception committee Captain W. E. ed at the Central high school yestersoby
one of the school
Dame, chairman; Hon. D. S, Rodey day afternoon,
So Sweet and Pleasing in Tastel
cieties. Debates,, essays, songs, etc.,
and Hon. H. R. Fergusson.
Mrs. C. Peterson, C25 Lake street,
an
gave
girls
afternoon
boys
,
and
the
Topt-kaReception committee Judge B. S.
Kan., speaking of Ballard's
Baker, chairman; Mayor Myers, O. N. of rare enjoyment. The debate re- Horehound Syrup, says: "It has never
not
girls
shold
failed to give entire satisfaction, and
Marron, G. L. Brooks, Noa Ilfeld, M. solved that boys and
W. Flournoy, O. E. Cromwell, Solomon attend the same school, was especially of nil cough remedies, it Is my favto my many
Luna, W. S. Hopewell, Frank A. Hub-bel- interesting. For some unnatural rea- orite, and I must confess
do, and has done,
will
friends
it
that
girls
against
boys
the
were
son
the
W. S. Strickler. W. B. Childers,
what is claimed for It to speedily
C. M. Foraker, F. W. Clancy and E. S. attending the same school as them- sure a cough or cold; and It Is so sweet
selves, and what Is more they won. and so pleasing In taste." 25c, 60c and
Stover.
Decoration committee T. J. Curan, What could the boys have been think- $1.00 bottle at Cosmopolitan Pharmacy
B. Ruppe.
chairman; Dr. J. F. Pearce, C. E. New- ing about? It is only a short time uncomer, J. H. Bearrup, Alfred Gruns- - til graduation day, and the seniors
six Navajo Indians employed at
The
have begun to think.
fcld and R. W. Hopkins.
Harvey
curio rooms, who have
the
Arrangement C. C. Hall, chairman;
Cures Sciatic Rheumatism.
blankets, making silver
weaving
been
J. H. O Rlelly, W. W. Strong, H. E.
Mrs. A. E. Simpson, 609 Craig street, onaments and hair quirts, will leave
Fox, Ivan Grunsfeld, P. F. McCanna, Knoxvllle, Tenn., writes, June 10, 1899:
for their home on the resevation toD. A. Macpherson, Thos. Hughes, John
I have been trying the baths ot Hot
night. Mr. Switzer has secured the
rheumatism,
sciatic
Borradaile, L. Gradl, M. S. Otero, Geo. Springs, Ark., for
of five blanket weavers from
services
Ballard's
get
more
relief
from
but I
W. Harrison, E. V. Chaves, A. B.
Snow Liniment than any medicine or the reservation, who are over a hunand Dr. J. H. Wroth.
I have ever tried. Enclosed dred miles from the railroad and have
Executive F. L. Myers, chairman; anything
postofflce
order for $1.00. Send me never been spoiled by civilized cusfind
W. H. Hahn, E. J. Gibson, William a large bottle by Southern Express." toms. They are very primitive and
Farr, E. P. Barnes, J. A. Lee, J. C.
Sold by Cosmopolitan Pharmacy B. will be a great drawing card to the
J. S. Beavens, E. W. Dobson, S. Ruppe.
curio rooms.
c
Grunsfeld.
Taxpayers residing on South Arno
called
are
OF HORSE INTEREST.
The several committees
in the Highlands, are complainstreet,
23,
at
to meet Monday evening, March
ing
regarding
the removal of the arc
8 o'clock, at the Commercial club. It Washington Jockey Club Preparing for
light at the corner of Arno street and
a Big Opening Next Monday.
ta hoped that all members of the var
Washington, March 21. All the In- Coal avenue, and A. J. Richards, the
Jous appointed committees will be
present.
dications are that the spring meeting cigar dealer, and others will undoubtof the Washington Jockey club, which edly petition the council to replace the
Danger of Pneumonia.
opens at Bennlng race course Monday light.
A cold at this time If neglected Is Ha will
largest meet in the history
ble to cause pneumonia which is so of be the
popular track. There are over
often fatal, and even when the patient 400 that
well known horses now stabled at
has recovered the lungs are weakened,
making them peculiarly susceptible to the track. The city la rapidly filling
the development of consumption. up with the "sporty boys" who follow
Foley's- Honey and Tar will stop the the ponies, and the stewards are countcough, heal and strengthen the lungs ing on the best meeting the club has
Alvarado ever experienced.
and prevent penumonia.
Pharmacy.
Racing interest throughout the couno
try is centered on the Bennlng meet
LAID TO REST.
because many of the horses are fresh
Funeral of Mrs. H. Jay Stone This from a winter's rest, and this will be
Morning.
the first opportunity they will have to
The funeral of Mrs. H. Jay Stone Bhow their form for the coming seawas held at 10 o'clock this morning son. For the paBt week the owners,
at the new undertaking parlors of J trainers and the "tipBters" have been
W. Edwards, on West Railroad ave busy at the track sizing up the sprintnue. Friends of the family filled the ers in the practice work. The track Is
spacious chapel to its capacity, which, in splendid condition and some of the
together wlta the banks of beautiful flyers have been working over the
flowers heaped up on the casket, testi- course In exceedingly fast time.
Its Mother U Well.
The stables now at the track Include
fied to the love and esteem In which
baby
healthy because during the
The
the lady was held by the host of that of W. P. Burch, who has the lot period of is
us motiier tiseu tne
gestation
of
F.
R.
among
Grey
Hitchcock,
them
friends she has made during her twen
popular and purely vegetable liniment.
Sergeant
Friar,
Castillan.
William
and
e
years In Albuquerque.
The obsequies were conducted by Garth has a stable of fifteen. Including
Rev. W. J. Marsh, pastor of the Con Imperialist, black Dick, Concertina,
gregational church, of which deceased and Dusky Secret. The Columbia sta- Mother's Friend is a soothing, softening,
waa a valued member. "Lead, Kindly ble has a half dozen fast ones, of which relaxing liniment, a muscle maker, lnvig-orato- r
and fresheuer. It puts new powct
Light" and "Nearer My God to Thee" 'loscan, Glorissa, and Red Damsel are
back and hips of a coming mother.
were sweetly sung by Miss Fitch, Mrs. the stars. Gwynn Tompkins has Douro, into the
is annlicd externally only, there ii
It
Gum
Flaceus,
Honey,
Orion,
Walter
Miller, Robert Blair and Professor
no dosing and swallowing ol nasty drugs,
Walker, a quartet from the choir with Cleary and a number of others. J. J. no inward treatment at all.
which Mr. Stone has long been promi- Mackessey has Curtsey and All Souls.
The state of the mother during gestation
Charles Ray has Auto, Miss Lobster mav influence the disposition end future
nently connected.
reason why mothThe pall bearers were Professor and Hackensack. Allle Gates has the of the child; that is one
their condition and
Hodgln, J. C. Baldrldge, William Farr, horses of G. W. Cook, including Cron-tas- . ers should watchhealth,
that of the child
Merriment, Jerry and Mango. avoid pain. Ileruepena on
Carl Hopping, Will Hopping, and Wil
Kcrjuujj u
their lives,
Trainer Sykes has Tom Gallant, the and
liam Bryce.
from pain, worry ana tnciancuoiy. ise oi
A large concourse ot sympathizing great steeplechaser, and Trainer Bald good cheer, strong of heart and peaceful
... i.
: 1
IVImiiiI .ntt n n ft wilt
friends followed the funeral cortege to win haa Clrcut. the Montgomery handi
make you so. Beariug down paius, morn.
Falrvlew cemetery, where the earthly cap winner of 1902.
lng sickness, sore oreasiauu insomnia c
remains of Mrs. Stone were gently laid
The funeral services of Mrs. Mary all relieved by this wonderful remedy.
away In their last resting place.
Of drugguli at t l.oo per bottle.
Iielle Bebee was held from J. W. Ed
The bereaved husband and little wards' undertaking parlors yesterday
Send for our book "riotherhood" free.
daughters, and the aged mother, who afternoon. Quite a largo number of
BRADFIEID REGULATOR CO., ATLANTA, GA
Ut
la past 80 years, have the sympathy of friends of the family were present. In
the community.
terment was made at rairview cemetery. A number of beautiful floral of
It Saved Hit Leg.
P. A. Dauforth. of LaGrange, Ga. ferings were tendered and placed on
suffered for six months with a frightful the casket.
running sore on bis leg; but writes
General II. H. Howard, at one time
that Kucklen's Arnica Salve wholly government Indian school Inspector,
For ulcers, and spending considerable time In the
cured It in five days.
wounds, piles, it's the best salve In the southwest, arrived In the city last
Only 25c. night. He
world. Cure guaranteed.
is spending the day with
Sold by all druggists.
Attorney R. W. D. Bryan.
ty-on-

ATUMA

Patrons ge Solicited.

ur

..Santa. He Nursery..
Proprietor
GRANT RIVENBURG,

BALDRIDGE

J. C.

Native and Chicago Lumber.

PAINT CoversBUILDING PAPER Always In Stock.
Morel Looks Bestl Wears Longest! Sash, Doors, Blinds, Plaster, Lime,
Cement, Glass, Paint, etc.
Most Economical I Full Measurel
First Street and Lead Avenue, Albuquerque.

SHERWIN-WILLIAM-

ADVERTISE

THE

IN

CITIZEH

DAILY

eo
ESTABLISHED 1878

"OLD RELIABLE"

L. B. PUTNEY,

WHOLESALE GROCER.
Flour, Grain
and Provision,

Carrie the Larrcit
and floet Bitenilva
Stock ol

Stapledroceriea
found aoutnweat.

Car loU especially.

FARH AND FREIGHT WAGONS.
Albuquerque

Railroad Avenue

Eagle PJlop Wringers ...Styles
put
Itis
hand
water
not necessary to
your
in the
Wrings Mop thoroughly and instantly
Call and see them
Our Spring stock is now complete in every line
Write us for prices

;

Up-to-Dat- e...

COME, DON'T BE LATE
We can show you a nice new and complete stock of all kinds of
Carriages, Buggies, Road Wagons, Phaetons and Standhopes, ect.
BAIN and OLD HICKORY Farm Wagons, Harness and Saddles.

e,

...HOME COMFORT STEEL RANGES...

Agents, NEW MEXICO AND ARIZONA

WHITNEY CO
WHOLESALE

113-115-1-

17

South Firft Street

IJAKDWA11E

Albuquerque, New Mexico

Our Prices are extremely low.

Let us prove this to you.

J. KORBER & CO.
Corner First St. and Copper Ave.

Albuquerque, New Mexico

THE ALBUQUERQUE DAILY" CITIZEN SATURDAY MARCH

Ayers

JUST RIGHT
The Groceries you buy here ore just right.
The best quality at a fair price.

Our

Sarsaporilla
Purifies the blood, gives
strength to the nerves,and
brings color to the cheeks.
Ayer's Pills regulate the

Coffee

40-ce- nt

Will cause a satisfied smile wherever used.
Remember the place and don't waste time in
looking for these things.

A. J. MALOY,

bowels, cure constipation
and biliousness, and aid
the digestion. Two grand
family medicines. Sold
J. Ayr Co.,
for 60 years.

214 W. Railroad Ave

C.

ucooooooooooo

ocoaK)oeoooeoooo

ARE YOU LOOKING

NEWS OF THE CHURCHES.

S
for a fine body Brussels for your parlor? Won't need a telescope to locate
it here If you guide your footsteps In
our direction. But Brussels carpets
are by no means the masure of our
carpet capacities here are choice
royal wlltops, extra super
Ingrains, all rightly priced. All kinds
of floor coverings.

Futrelle Furniture Co.
West End Viaduct
Cor. Second Street and Gold Avenue

Boa rains and Rooming House Agency
INFORMATION FREE.
Why walk all over town hunting for rooms and board?
We have a great many desirable rooms in all parts of the city.
Agents for Camp Bernie 22 miles from Albuquerque
Terms Very Reasonable.

0e
Grant

(L

Purdy
Beaven's Coal Office

B02 South First Street

245 and 300

The above numbers draw the clock and ring,

respectfully. Holders of tickets bearing above
numbers please call at once with the tickets.

Rflaynard,

The Jeweler
THIRD STREET

Meat Market

if

uM

SAUSAGE FACTORY.

MASONIC BUILDING.

AMERICAN
1

L

salt meals

AUkofnd8lre$lund

SILVER

J

TRUSS.
UT

Itrtalnt
Severest
Hernia
with Comfort.

PRESCRIPTIONS
Mutual

j
COOL,
Easy to Wunr I
pressure on I
or Back. I

YNo

N. THIRD 8TRBV

RUPPE,

B.

Telephone

X

Presbyterian church, Silver avenue
and Fifth street. T. C. Deattte, pastor.
Son-Iceat 11 a. m. and 7:20 p. ni.
At the morning servlre Miss Summers
ami Duncan Bell will sing a duet and
In the evening the choir an anthem.
Sunday school at 10 a. m. Y. P. S. C.
E. at 0:45 p. m. Junior Christian
at 3 p. 111. All are cordially Invited.
St. John's Episcopal church. Sunday school at 10 a. m. Morning prayer
and sermon at 11 o'clock. Evening
praper and sermon at 7:30 o'clock.
Baptist church, Broadway and Lead
avenue, one block north of viaduct,
Herman J. Towell, pastor, 313 South
Arno, Bell 'phono A47 There will be
services at 11 a. m. and 7:30 p. m.
Pastor Herman J. Powell will continue
the studies In the "Sermon on the
Mount." Welcome to all.
Chorus
choir and male quartet will help to
make the worship uplifting.
Bible
school at 9:50. Young People's union
at 6:45 p. m.
Church of Immaculate Conception
Early mass, 7 a. m.; high mass and
sermon at 10:30 a. m. Beads, confer
ence and benediction at 7:30 p. m.
Highland Methodist church. South
Arno street, M. Hodgson, pastor Sunday school at 10 a. m.; Epworth Lea
gue at 6:45 p. m. Preaching at 11
a. ni. and 7:30 p. m. by the pastor.
Special music at both services. Every
body welcome. Strangers specially In
vited. If you have no church home we
Invite you to be at home with us.
Christian Science. Services at Odd
Fellows ball Sunday morning at 11
o'clock.
Rev. W. H. Hough will lecture and
give tests at the K. P. hall Sunday
night at 7:30 o'clock. Subject, "Christ
Healed Them."
Lead Avenue Methodist Episcopal
church, corner Lead avenue and South
Third street. Subject at il a. m.,
"Abide In Me." Subject at 7:30 p. m.,
Sunday school at 9:45 a.
"Heaven.
ra. Epworth league at 6:30 p. m. You
are invited to attend.
What's In a Name 7
Everything is In the name when It
comes to Witch Hazle Salve. E. C.
DeWltt & Co., of Chicago, discovered,
"ome years ago, how to make a salve
om Witch Hazel that Is a specific for
iles. For blind, bleeding, itching and
protruding piles, eczema, cuts, burns.
bruises and all skin diseases, DeWitt's
Salve has no equal. This has given
rise to numerous worthless counterfeits. Ask for DeWitt's the genuine.
B. H. Briggs tc Co.; S. Vann & Son.
METROPOLITAN CONCERT.
Took Place

rA

JOSEPH HARNETT, Prop.

Toti & Gradi
DEALERS IN

GROCERIES

AND

3

LIO00RS.

Free Delivery to all
Old Phone 247

Flour, Feed, Provisions. May
and Grain.
Imported French and Italian
doods.
Sole agents tor 5a n Antonio Lima.

1

1.

Roofing, Guttering and Repairing

FIRST NATIONAL BANK
ALBUQUERQUE, NEW MEXICO.

LOANS.

PATENTS.
PATENTS Protect your ideas; no allowance; no fee; consultation free;
Milo B. Stevens
established 18C4.
& Co., 891 14th St., Washington.

CO.

A

MISCELLANEOUS.
our
Monthly Regulator is the
LADIES
only one that is harmless and cannot fail. Box free. Vita Co., Sta. B,
Milwaukee, Wis.

FINE LINE OF

&

e.

N EE DSZNO

1

Put Up In Rolls Complete
bllltv Guaranteed

PAINTING.

fii
nuuiuiiicu i rv,apuai
Paid up Capital, Surplus and profits
A

LIVERY,
114

0
$

SSOO.OOO.OO

$200,000.00

OFFICERS AND DIRECTORS:

It will pay best to buy for him good, all
wool clothes, those of fast color and lasting good shape;" that are strongly built,
have double seat ; have good, strong
pockets. Buy our kind of Boys' Clothes
if you want the best. They're all made
by the best boys' clothing makers in

FEED AND SALE

WEST SILVER AVENUE.
Old 'Phone A22.

America.

and
Suits for boys of from
7 to 15 years.
Cassimeres, Worsteds,
Cheviots
and Scotches hundreds of
them, We've outdone our efforts of the
past with our line of Boys' Clothes. And
such quality why, it asserts itself at
every point in the fabric, style, make
and finish.

Saddle Horses a Specialty. Wt
board horse andhave first class rigs
L. E. CAREY, Prop.
for hire.

I

s

Joshua S. Raynnlds, president; M. W. Flournoy, vice president; Frank McKee, cashier;
H. F. Raynolds,
A B. McMillan.

avenue
ota Die

With Fixtures for Laying. Dura- - 0

Write for Booklet and Samples

U S DEPOSITORY
Depository for the Santa Fe Pacific and the Atchison, To- peka and banU Fe Railway Companies.

THE BOY'S SUIT

Cil

MA L TH OlD - ROOFING

Proprietor.

315 SECOND STREET

Borradaile & Co.

PRESCRIPTION DRUGGISTS
Old Phone 188
New Phone 216

SHEET AND METAL WORKS
T. O. AflES,

-

Charter

II. O'Rielly & Co.
p.

SDrinn
r - j Season

p

1

ALBUQUERQUE

All Kinds of Tin, Copper and Sheet
,
Iron Work to Order

-

All classified advertisements

Springs
Mattresses

North Third Street

Dealer in Stoves, Tin and Granite Ware

-

FURNITURE

Parts of the City.
7

We Are Showing for the.

BAR AND CLUB ROOMS

COME AND EXAMINE

Railroad Ave, Albuquerque.

for Carpets, Linoleum, Matting, Curtains, Blankets and
House Furnishing Goods.

ZEIGER CAFE

Feather Dusters
!

Headquarters

...CARPETS...

Best line of Parlor Dusters from 50c to $1.50
f
l
i
Dusters lirom - - - - 50c 10 $3.00
ubiriuu
""

305 RAILROAD AVENUE, GRANT BUILDING

jr t

Corner Second St. and Gold Ave.

AND CLUB BOOM.

Albert Falber.

I

J. H. 0'RIELLY &

ELMO

120 W.

Note-

In sums to suit
Address, postoffice box 383, Albuquerque, N. M.

43.

--

CLASSIFIED ADS.

MONEY TO LOAN

JUST RECEIVED

Finest
Whiskies,
Brandies,
Wines, etc.

Pianos, organs, Horses,
Wagons and other Chattels, also on
Salaries. FROM $10 UPWARDS. One
to twelve months time Is given.
WUjout delay and strictly private.
Goods remain In your possession. GET
OUR RATES before borrowing.
PRIVATE OFFICES,
OPEN EVENINGS.
THE HOUSEHOLD LOAN CO.,
Rooms 3 and 4 Grant DuiMIng,
305 West Railroad Avenue.

or r&l.er "liners," one cent a word for
each Insertion. Minimum charge for
Foley's Honey and Tar
I a large assortment of
T
anv classifier! nrl vnrtlppmpnt a IK onnta
Cures coughs and colds.
FJoo r
In
proper
to
order
Insure
classification
bronchitis
ami
Cures
asthma.
ofQomilng,
all
bo
"liners"
all the
should
left
comprising
at
croup
this
whooping
and
cough.
Cures
Cures hoarseness and bronchial fice not Inter than 3 "o'clock p. m.
i
Jj latest Weaves and colorings in
troubiss.
WANTED.
Cuvcs pneumonia and la grippe. AlAxminster,
elvet, Milton,
varado Pharmacy.
WANTED At once, mangle girls, at
Moquette, Body and Tapestry
Imperial Laundry.
W. C. T. U. Concert.
WANTED
Two
by
apprentices,
Mrs.
Brussels and Ingrain.
The following program will be renD. D. Coverdale, nt the No Name
dered at the Congregntional church
Store.
Tuesday evening at the medal contest WANTED Lady
teacher would care
of the V. C. T. IT.:
for children, or take light employHymn and Proyer.
ment; t alary 110 object. Address
Piano Solo Miss H. Huntzinger.
"C," this office.
Recitation Miss Anna Sampson.
Linoleum, Oil Cloth, China and Japan Matting
WANTED Manager for new branch
Recitation Miss Gertrude O'Brien.
our
of
In
Albuquerque.
business
here
Vocal Solo Miss Houghton.
Wr't.' promptly, with references,
LARGEST VARIETY AND THE LOWEST PRICES
Recitation Miss Nellie l.andrum.
Tho Morris Wholesale House, Cin-- (
Recitation Miss Josie Brown,
inuatl, Ohio.
Recitation Miss Coral Clyce.
WANTED Position by expert acViolin Solo
countant and bookkeeper, thoroughRecitation MIks Daisy Huntzinger.
ly conversant with mining, mercanRecitation MibS Helen Bearup,
tile or hanking accounts with years
Voting by audience.
of experience In railroad ofllces. RefVocal Duet Misses Gehring and
erences. Address "E. Z.," care of
Houghton.
QUIOKEL & BOTHE, Proprietors
Citizen.
Piano Solo
WANTED
One
hundred
men
to
work
Awarding of medal.
In timber, ties and log chopping. AdPantomime "Massa's in de Cold
dress B. B. Spencer, Eastvlew, N. M.
Ground," by the contestants. Music by
WANTED Highest price paid for
colored quartet.
gents' second hand clothing and
Doxology.
tools. Send address and will call. R.
Tickets are 25 and 10 cents.
J r,,!,cST WHISKIES. IV. PORTED A DOMESTIC WIN8 & COGNA.C.
Sweeny, 515 South First street
The Coolest and Highest Grade of Lager served.
WANTED Traveling man; salary $80
Raw or Inflamed Lungs
Yield quickly to the wonderful curaFinest and Best Imported a id Oomeetlo Cigars
month; all expenses; $25 cash retive and healing qualities of Foley's
quired. Call at Hoffman house, or
Honey and Tar. It prevents penumonia
address Leslie Warfel, Albuquerque, 3X3t?OeK)COOOK)OO0XDeW
and consumption from a hard cold set
N. M.
tled on the lungs. Alvarado Pharmacy WANTED Men for steady
employ
o
ment; salary $50 per month. Call at
Alvarado.
Hoffman house, or address Leslie
The Alvarado Trio will render the
Warfel, Albuquerque. N. M.
following exceptionally fine program
AT
WANTED Trustworthy
during the dinner hour tomorrow eve- MANAGER
lady or gentleman to manage bust
ning. Special attention Is called to the
LIVINQ PRICES
ness In this county and adjoining
numbers, at once high class and pleasterritory
favorably
for well and
ing:
known house of solid financial stand
Overture "Martha"
Flowtow
!
EXTRA BARGAINS IN
ing; $20 straight cash salary and
Waltz "Cupid's
Kuebler
expenses, paid each Monday by
Spanish Dance
Moszkowsky
Iron Beds,
check direct from headquarters. Ex
Melody In F
Rubensteln
money
pense
advanced; position per
Hungarian Dance
Brahms
and
manent. Address Thomas Cooper,
Hearts and Flowers
Tobanl
Manager,
AND
1030
Bldg.,
IN
Caxton
ESPECIALLY
Chlca
Waltz Sympathy
Mazzacapo
go.
Cavallerla Rusticanna
Mascognl
Oak Ranges
Berceuse de Jocclyn
Godard
FOR SALE.
Two-Ste,.
Farrand
Crockery, Granite-war- e
FOR SALE Fresh cows at reasonable
and Tinware
Danger of Colds and Grip.
prices at Kelly's, five and a half
Tho greatest danger from colds and
miles south of the city. .
i
grip Is their resulting in pneumonia. FOR SALE A furnished restaurant
If reasonable care Is used, however.
EASY PAYMENTS.
and lodging bouse In connection; the
Cough Remedy
and Chamberlain's
best location In the city, close to
taken, all danger will be avoided.
depot and shops; will sell at a barU
New and Second Hand Goods, Bought,
Among the tens of thousands who have
gain. Inquire 107 South First street.
Sold and Exchannarf.
used this remedy for these diseases we FOR SALE Four houses on South
have yet to learn of a single case re
First street, as follows: One a
sulting in pneumonia, which shows
two, four rooms each, and one
conclusively that it Is a certain pre
five rooms; cause, leaving city. Will
ventative of that dangerous disease.
sell at bargain.
Address Frank
It will cure a cold or an attack of the
117 GOLD AVENUE.
Daniels, 1413 South First street.
trip In less time than any other treatment. It is pleasant and safe to take.
FOn RENT.
For sale by all druggists.
FOR RENT Room, with board, for
two men with a private family. Mrs.
B. A. SLEYSTER.
H. E. Rutherford, 113 Iron avenue.
FOR RENT Furnished house with
ACCIDENT INSURANCE,
garden, near Indian school. Inquire
FIRE INSURANCE,
REAL ESTATE,
of W. H. McMllllon, the real estate
NOTARY PUBLIC.
agent.

I

moves, f
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HONEY TO LOAN

On Furniture,

12-1-

West Railroad Avenue
Albuquerqu, N. 11.

THE ST.

PERSONAL PROPERTY LOANS.

Last Night at Colombo
Hall.
The Metropolitan concert given In
Colombo hall laBt night by J. E. Plnkus, consisted of the best musical talent
in Albuquerque. Mr. Pinkus was asROOMS
CROMWKLL BLOCK,
sisted by Mrs. Mabel Stevens-Himoe- .
Automatic Telephone 174.
accompanist; John Douglass Walker,'

No. 203

I

tenor; E. F. Thomas, Insso; Robert
Blnlr, violinist; Jost-pHiondln. violin
cellist.
The concert wan unique, In that Mr.
Plnkiig Is bllndrand bis talents as a
pianist are marvelous. Mr. Plnkus Is
the only blind graduate of the New
York school of music m the last
twenty years. He has a wide reputation throughout the tountry. The work
of the blind pianist was highly appreciated. He plays with an expression
that comes only from the fingers of the
blind. His several selections were
well received and showed that he had
the qualities of an artist.
The support given Mr. I'inkns by Albuquerque's accomplished musicians
was pleasing and made an impression
as Is customary on their appearance.

21 1103

FRENCH TANSY WAFERS.
Ladles can depend upon securlt
permanent relief from irregular
painful periods by using these wafei
Safe and sure at all times.
Avoid worthless substitutes by purchasing ouly from our agent.
Paris Toilet Co., Lowell, Ma6B., Importers.
W. Y. Walton, prescription druggist,
corner Railroad avenue and Third
street, Albuquerque, N. M., sole agent
for Bernalillo counir-

Double-breaste- d

single-breaste-

d.

-

J.

C. BALDRIDGEJ

Albuquerque, New Mexico 6

W

THE LEADING CLOTHIER IN ALBUQUERQUE

Early Risers

Tho famous little pills.

4
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After
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Year

of

Ex-

cruciating Agonies tnd Sufferings Mrs. Welcher is
Cured by

ed down and passed.

21 1903

Tired

This completed the bills recommended for passage by the steering committer and Mr. Fall moved the ap-

pointment of a committee to notify
the governor and the house that the
council was about ready to adjourn,
and Messrs. Hawkins, Andrews and
Spiels were named ns the committee.
A recess was taken to await the report of the committee. The recess was
broken to receive a committee from
the house consisting of Messrs. TurCompound it the ner, Bowie and Outlerrez, as a comThe
Trusted 9prlng Medicine in Milmittee from the houe to notify the
council that that body was ready to
lion of Home Throughout
adjourn.
the World.
Mr. Amado Chaves moved the susFrom time to time adventurers and pension ot the rule to lake up and
upeculatois without conpelenre or soul, consider house Joint resolution No.
actuated only with a desire to make 4, to appropriate $IS0 to pay the six
money easilv and fast, resort to the members of the regular capitol force
compounding of worthless and danger $30 eah extra for their labors during
ous preparations, and advertise them the session. Mr. Fall protested and
ns cures for the common diseases that said the council had on Its pay rolls
afflirt men and women lu springtime. men who were paid to do the very
work which the regular employes had
been compelled to do, but the men on
the council roll had not attended to
duties. He did not believe It
their
...
.
5k.
was right. Mr. Fall then said there
were two employes of the council who
had been the most faithful in the performance of their duties, who had nev
er missed a session, wno nau worsen
outside of session hours and who had
done well and yet, through some tangle, no provision had been made for
their pay for the last 20 days and
they would lose that money, bo far as
the council was concerned. Ho de
nounced as an outrage paying men
who are on the territorial pay roll and
.r- lett'ng those two employes work 20
f J
days without pay. He said that per
sonally he Intended to see that they
ft.
did not lose all. The resolution was
adopted. Mr. Fall rose from his seat
and walking forward quietly handed
to one of the employes who was left
off the pay roll, $50 from his own
MKS. 11. A. WELCHER,
pocket.
Agony
Suffered
Had
Tcnn.,
Kingston.
There was a suspicious looking af
for Years.
fair on the president's desk and Mr.
that there was
Would to Heaven that the cry of dan- Fall rose and
on the presbusiness
some
unfinished
in
the
he
sounded
could
danger!;
ger!
ears of all who unthinkingly lmy and ident's desk that he would like to have
disposed of. He called on Chief Clerk
use such deceptions and frauds.
Fortunately honest druggists despise Martin, and Mrs. Martin, who was an
up. Mr.
such worthless remedies and refuse to interested spectator, to stand
sell them. They will tell you with Fall then read the following:
Dear Mr. Martin: The undersigned
candor that l'aine's Celery Compound
employes
of the council of the Thirty-fiftrecomcan
they
spring
medicine
the
is
assembly of New Mexlegislative
arc
composition,
mend. They know its
acquainted with the facts of marvel ico beg to present you and your good
ous cures effected ly it. and have seen wife, a slight token of the esteem in
this
its happy results amongst their per which you are held by us and take
opportunity to express to you personsonal friends.
Can you, dear sufferer, hesitate to ally our apreclatlon of the uniform
medicine? It courtesy, kindness and consideration
trv this disease-curinthe full en shown to us during the session of the
health
and
to
has restored
joyment of life tens of thousands leeislature closing tonight. We shall
whom doctors were unable to cure always cherish in our hearts a warm
this
Mrs. H. A. Welcher of Kingston, Tenn., regard for our chief clerk during
session and trust that when you look
Bays:
you
"It gives me great pleasure to tell upon the token we now present to
W. E.
the world what Faine's Celery Com- you may sometimes think of:
pound has done for me. i or 23 years Baker. Earl E. Sidebottom. Mrs. H. T.
I have suffered with chronic flux or Warner, Miss Marguerite Ooimer, Miss
ulcers of the lwels. I have had eight Lou Hughes, Harry Pitt Owen, J. O.
E.
or nine of the best physicians of the Albright. Robert H. Garrett.
Rothgeb, Martin Kelly. I A.
stale at different times to wait on me, Blanche Miss
Mary La Rue, Charles
hut never had any relief. I was treated Linn.
ly several of Knoxville's lest doctors, Hubbell. Trancito Romero and N. F.
and after seeing so many testimonials Chaves.
Assuming a judicial air. Mr. Fall
and so many that I knew, I was inMarduced by my son to try a bottle, and passed sentence on Mr. and Mrs.
before I had used the first bottle I tin to receive a handsome cut blass
could feel quite a difference that I water pitcher with one dozen cut glass
rewas getting stronger, and I enjoyed glasses. Mr. Martin appropriately
my food more, and after taking four sponded and thanked the employes.
The.eouncil then went into executive
bottles I was entirely cured. I only
to consider the last nominasession
wish that the medicine could be placed
were conin the reach of all suffering humanity." tions. All those submitted
firmed except that of G. A. Richardson,
of Chaves county, to be a member of
the Irrigation commission, which was
rejected.
The nominations confirmed were:

Denver

The

Paine's Celery

DENVER & RIO GRANDE
RIO GRANDE SOUTHERN

Compound

THE POPULAR LINE TO
Colorado Springs, Pueblo, Cripple Creek, Leadville,
d
Springs, Aspen, Grand Junction, Salt Lake
City, Ogden, Uutte, Helena, Sin Francisco,
Los Angeles, Portland, Tacoma, Seattle, and a'so
Reaches all the principal Colorado, Utah and New Mexico

Citizen

.. ..TOWNS AND MINING CAMPS.

Job
' fh)

A'

The Tourists' Favorite Route to all Mountain Resorts. Th only
line passing through Salt Lake City en route to Pacifis Coast.
Through Sleeping Cars between Denver and Alamosa, Cripple
Creek, Leadville, Gleenwood Springs, Grand Junction, Salt Laks
City, Ogden,- Portland, San Francisco and Los Angeles.
DINING CAR SERVICE a La Carte on all THROUGH TRAINS

it

Office

Msimm

-

ti
iilif
ft in iitnfcti 'iftfTnrmii
A nervous, irritiMo mother, often on tho vcrjje of hysterics, ia
unfit to niv for children; it ruin a chiM's disposition iind reacts
upon hevs'lf. The, trouble lietwcen children and their mothers
too often is due to the. fact that the mother hns some female
weakness, and she is entirely unfit to hear the strain upon her nerves
that governing a child involves; it is impossible for her to do anything
ana
calmly. Mio cannot help it, as licr emviuion is flue to
shattered nerves caused by some derailment of the uterine system
with backache, headache, and all kinds of pain, and she is on the verge
of nervous prostration.
"When a mother linds that she cannot le calm and quiet with her
children, she maybe sure that her condition needs attention, and she cannot do better than to take Lyrila 12. PliihliAin'H Vegetalrin Compound.
This medicine will build up her system, strengthen her nerves, and
enable her to calmly handle a disolx'dient child without a scene. The
children will soon realizo the difference, and seeing their mother quiet,
will themselves become quiet.
iIim-mt-

,

m

iM-in-

1

i

Mail orders

Jlltek
MfV.iS-

-

111.,

Mas. PrsKHAM

mi

you honor.

says:

57

" Drab Mrs. Pinkiiam

:

Kansas City, St. Louis, Chicago or
phis and Principal Points.

I feel it my duty to write and let you know the

myself thought I should never live through it. After that menstruation never
regular, and when it came I suffered terribly. 1 also had womb and
A friend of my husband's advised him to get Lydin 10.
ovarian trouble.
in it,
lMnkliam' Vegetable Compound for me. At first I had no faithbecome
has
but now nothing could induce nin to Iw without it. Menstruation
to sufferregular, and I feel like a new woman. Your medicine is a (lod-sening women. I hope this letter will lead others to try Lydlft K. Plnklinn'H
Vegetable Compound. Yours truly, Mrs. Mii.prkd McKinnv, 28 Pearl
(St., San Francisco, Cal." (March in. 1901).

The Great Republican
Paper of America

.
GlobeDemocrat
YEAR
ONE DOLLAR

The Great News- -

paper of the World.

PER

Almost equal to a Dally at the price of a Weekly. The latest telegraphic
news form all parts of the World every Tuesday and Friday. Full and Correct Market Reports. A variety of interesting and Instructive reading matter for every member of the family. Unequaled as a Newspaper and Home
Journal. Two papers every week. One Dollar a year SAMPLE COPIES
FREE.
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A badge

of the
Burlington.

do shoddy work
even at your price,
but no other office
in the southwest
can do better work
than The Citizen
does.

produce tlie original lotten and lgnatnrn ot
their thaolu pMimnnew
I.villn K. I'lnkhai

If wernnot forthwith
FORFEIT
K(liuouinl, which will prove

0oo

THE GLOBE PRINTING CO.. St.Louis Mo.

Will Not

FKEC MEDICAL- ADVICE TO W'OMFX

TERRITORIAL

"For years and years a Burlington badge or a Burlingengine-man- ,
brakeman
ton uniform, whether on train-man- ,
or agent, has stood for all the courtesy and consideratilon of
an American gentleman and the loyalty to duty of the trained
soldier." Nebraska City News.

LAWMAKLRS

TO OMAHA AND CHICAGO.
TO KANSAS CITY AND 8T. LOUIS.
TWO THRO TRAINS FROM DENVER DAILY OVER
BURLINGTON RAILS ALL THE WAY.

i Blank
JDOOKS

The CITIZEN is
equipped to manufacture to order any
style of blank book,
no matter how intricate the j ruling.
Make up your form
just as you want it,
and let us give you
our estimate.

d

1

Ticket Office, 1039 17th St
G. W. VALLERY, GeneralSA rentl
DENVER.

lte

Books, magazines,
pamphlets, catalogues, etc., bound
in any style lowest g
rutfla

orc8

Rtinute Cough Cure

Ratisfaf-.tio-

guaranteed.

CATARRH

mm head-

The Themometer is
Seldom Higher Than

Book
Binding

We

1

Never
a

a

t

C000'0-'TWICE EVERY WEEK
I
TVCk
1 UC Oil LfOlilo

We

If there is anything In your case nlont which you would like
spoeial advice, write freely to Mrs. Plnkliain. Address is Lynn,
Mass. Her ndvlee is free, nnd her advice is always helpful.

I

-

came

d

v

P.-N.-

for cards, circulars,
letter heads, envelopes, bill heads,
pamphlets, etc.

good you and your Vegetable Compound are doing. I had been sick ever since
my first baby was born, and at the birth of my seeond, my doctor, as well as

Mem-

Call on Agent for full Information
A. N. BROWN, G. P. A., E.
System, El Paso, Texas.

The Latest
Type Faces

How Mrs. Pinkham Helped Mrs. McKinny.

2

....TO....

-

Grant Place, Chicago,

NORTH AND EAST

"THE FASTEST EVER"

of all kinds on hand
mining, rail estate
and loan blanks,
five cents each.
These blanks are
very carefully
drawn, and are issued by authority.

:

Yon have hosts of friends in Chicago, and

Mrs. Mat Broww,

2 TO THE

Blanks

no
it you came to visit our city we would delight, to 111.

Gratefully yours,

Rock Island System
DAILY TRAINS
RUNS

and honor of the mothers of America whom you
have so bles sedly helped and benehted. 1 have
Sri used Lylia 10. IMiiklinnrfl egetablo Voiw
nervous
pound when I would feel
and irritable, or have anv of the aebes and rains
which but few women escape, aud I have found
that it relieved me at once and gave me new
strength. Several ladies, memlers of our Lit
erary Union, speak in the highest praise of your
Vegetable Compound, as they have been cured
irotn serious female troubles, wne lany,
who thought she must submit to an operation, was cured without using anything in
the world but Liyd in IMMiiklinin's Vege'm.W

IN CONNECTION WITH THE

attention.

table Compound nnd Sanative Wash.

i

for

mers given special

run-dow-

1

.THE.

custo-

out-of-to-

'Honor to Tvhom
honor is due,' nnd you deserve both the thank

"Deab

A. EDSON, Manager,
A. S. HUGHES, Gen. Traffic Man.
Denver Colo.
Denver, Colo.
S. K. HOOPER, Gen. Passenger and Ticket Agent, Denver Colo.

turn out work of
any character or
quality demanded,
at the right prices.

sum-rin-

Mrs. May Brown, of Chicago,

J.

The Citizen Job
Office is prepared to

Mr. Imuran then moved that the was removed and it was presented, it
council adjourn sine die. The time proved to be a silver tea service for
honored custom of turning back the the speaker. Speaker Montoya feel
clock to be prepared for an emergency ingly responded to and paid a high
had been observed and it was, accord- tribute to the work ot teh employes.
ing to the council timepiece, but 11 The employes were not yet through,
To be territorial superintendent of pub- o'clock, but according to actual time. however, and Chief Clerk Safford was
(Concluded from page one.)
lic instruction, J. Franco Chaves, of President Chaves brought the gavel the next one attacked. Hilarlo Ortiz,
Valencia county; Irrigation commis down and declared the session closed in their behalf, presented him with a
ey lor that purpose, but he never sion. Frank Springer, of San Miguel at 12 minutes of 12.
silver cream, sugar and spoon service.
heard of one cent being brought into county; George W. Knaebel, of Santa
Mr. Safford responded in a briet but
the terrltoy through any exhibit the Fe county; Charles 15. Miller, of Pona
The House.
exceedingly neat speech and there was
territory ever made. He challenged Ana county, and Carl A. Dalies, of Val
more applause. Good wishes and felic(Thursday's Night Session.)
any one to show where one cent of encia county.
itations having been formally express
inverted
Chairs, sofas, settees and
capital has ever come In to develop
Penitentiary commissioners F. H.
ed
and there being nothing for the
mining property or to be invested in Pierce, of San Miguel county; lxnils waste paper baskets were used In the house to do but wait until the council
night
the
accommodate
to
house
last
any line through any exhibit New Ilreld, of Bernalillo county;
W. H
should conclude, a recess was taken
Mexico baa ever made. No one will Newcomb, of Grant county;
Juan large crowd of spectators who watched in which the members Informally
ever believe the statements made by Navarro, of Mora county; Malaquias the closing hours of the lower branch
themselves. The arrival of the
of the assembly.
The house had
those in charge of exhibits and no Martinez, of Taos county.
committee from the council with the
business
and
all
of
table
cleared
the
practical benefit is to be gained from
Board of equalization First district,
notification that that body was about
it. Mr. Hawkins said he should oppose Venceslao, of Rio Arriba county; Sec did not have so much as an envelope ready to adjourn, caused the house to
were
spending money for this purpose while ond district, Alejandro Sandoval, of for consideration. The members
were be called to order. Mr. Baca moved
the poor at borne are neglected and Bernalillo county; Third district, J. A. free from all labor and worry and
that committees be appointed on the
evening.
pleasant
a
prepared
have
to
while the insane are kept In county Mahoney, of Luna county; Fourth dis-part of the house to notify the gov
pro
resolution
a
Ortega
presented
Mr.
Jails. He believed the money should trict, James S. Duncan, of San Miguel
ernor
and council that it was ready
be
to
were
passeu
be spent here for the care of the un county; Fifth district, James F. Hin-kle- , viding that all bills
adjourn,
to
and Messrs. Dalles, Llewengrossed
fortunate rather than spend it at St.
of Chaves county; at large, Martin considered as enrolled and
ellyn and Crlstoval Sanchez were apeve
adopted.
the
was
this
and
Louis.
Lohman, of Dona Ana county, and
ning before, roll calls were dispensed pointed to wait upon the governor and
Mr. Hughes explained that be was I Robert P. Ervlen, of Union county.
through Messrs. Turner, Howie and Gutierrez
ar-once a member of a commission to
As soon as the executive session was with and motions were rushed
ways
highly to inform the council. While waiting
were
original
that
range for a New Mexico exhibit at St. concluded, Mr. Martinez presented two in
tlfo reports of the committees
the
Louis and was secretary ot that body. resolutions. Council resolution No. 15 amusing to the members ot the house. house was highly entertained by
In fun nnA In thfk
YtnHrtna
tnnli
was
who
Judge
Waldo,
and
he
He said
expressed the thanks of the members
' Bpeeelies from Mr. Pendleton and Mr.
president of the commission, had dis- to the governor for his courtesy dur best of spirit and all members entered Dalies. Word was finally received
as
fun,
of
the
did
into
the
spirit
the
cussed the matter and had decided ing the session, and It was adopted.
from the council that the executive
Bpeaker.
that it would be better to abolish the
Council resolution No. 14 thanked
Mr. Ilowie then roN and in an ex- session was over and it wan aliout to
commission and devote (he money to President Chaves and Chief Clerk Marneat speech expressed the adjourn, and ut 11:30 Speaker Mon
the care of unfortunates and to the tin for their kiudncss and courtesy. ceedingly
good
feeling
of the members towards toya declared the house adjourned sine
Mexico,
territorial Institutions of New
President Chaves called Mr. Hughes to
speaker
and their appreciation of die.
so they concluded to legislate the the chair to put the resolution and the
courtesy to them. As
his
fairness
and
Mr.
commission out of existence.
when it was adopted, he rose to reply,
THE
Hughes could not see how any exhibit He made a touchiug response and re- a permanent expression of their high
CLKASSIXO
could be prepared in the time speci- ferred to the pleasant and cordial rela- esteem ho presented the speaker, on
AND 1IKA11NO
fied and with the money provided. He tions that have existed between the behalf of the members, with a handCLUE rou
thought 8t. Louis should do as Albu- chair and the members. He expressed some silver dinner service. There was
querque doos, pay the expenses of Its the hope that he might meet the mem- great applause as the cloth covering
CATARRH
own fair. The bill was passed by 8 bers in the future but referred to his the service was removed.. Speaker
to 4. Messrs. Fall, Hawkins, Hughes advancing years. For each oue he ex- Montoya was deeply affected and made
eloquent response of thanks, nam- Ely's Cream Balm
end Jaramlllo voting against it.
pressed nothing but the highest es- an
ing
in
the
concur
several of the members and com- Ky and pleas rmt to
to
refused
council
The
teem and good wishes. Mr. Martin mending
no
all for their service. He also nafi Contaiun
amendments to house bill No. loo, an made an appropriate reply to the
drutf.
responded In Spanish aud his remarks
It U quickly ahtorhed,
act relating to deeds, which killed the
l.tve UalJi-- at ont o.
were loudly applauded by members
U'. 11.
Opt'iia a iid
i
and spectators alike. On the conclu It
House bill No. 213, an act to
Ail
liiiUniuiau u,
slon of his speech he was given quite ii.j.iy ...i
,mmtv institutes, and house bill
Mnmhrtine.
Idiwm nit
iii.
i,
AlgorwithoutYolume an ovation.
ltmi.Mwiilll
k,i 21 an act to authorize commls
A recess was taken to enable the
sloners of ditches to protect ditches In
employes of the house to present a
iuir varirn from damage by flood
grievance to the speaker. A. A. Sedillo
tabled indefinitely.
nater
as spokesman fur the employes, stated One
Hou-jbill No. 203. an act relating
nana
was
their grlevauce and when the covering For Coughs, Colds and Croup.
wmnti 'mnMMtmuramttn
to the taking of depositions,

u
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80 in Mexico City
This "Paris of Latin America" la situated over six thousand feet
above tbe level of the sea, and the heat of the lower altitudes Is never
Auuough not generally known summer la the very
experienced.
to visit the Land of Maflana."
(seasons
ot
best
thirty minutes, ao
Tha dally afternoon rain, which lasts about nlg-.ulovely.
a
cools the atmosphere as to make the evenings and
Between the music, the flowera and the pretty customs ot cur
Mexican neighbors; between the beautiful nights, and balmy mornings, and the cooling sea breeies ot day, one becomes so entranced
with the beauty of this country aa to never foiget hia trip undjr
"The White Umbrella."

The Mexican Central
Is prepared to furnish you with the best of accommodations
Call on or address,
points in Mexico.
W. D. MURDOCK.
A. Q. & r. A., Mexico

W.C.MEAD,
C. A.,

El Taao.

to

H

nuusun,
t. n.Set.
Q.'f.
A.,Mexlco.
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W. H, HAHN

A4

Cerrlllos and Gallup Domestio Lump
Coal, 5.00 per ton.
Anthracite Nut, $7.50 par ten.
Anthracite, larger sizes, $7.75 par
ton.
Wood and Kindling, all alzea.

x3

Yard and Office: 107 Eaat Railroad
avenue; uptown office, Armljo bldg.
Automatic,

and

418

267; Bell, 45.

The Union
Market

J)

The Children Enjoy

...

Life out of doors and out of the games which they play and the enjoyment
which they receive and the efforts which they make, comes the greater part of that
healthful development which is so essential to their happiness when grown. When
a laxative is needed the remedy which is given to them to cleanse and sweeten and
strengthen the internal organs on which it acts, should be such as physicians would
sanction, because its component parts are known to be wholesome and the remedy
itself free from every objectionable quality. The one remedy which physicians and
parents,
approve and recommend and which the little ones enjoy,
because of its pleasant flavor, its gentle action and its beneficial effects, is - Syrup
of Figs - and for the same reason it is the only laxative which should be used by
fathers and mothers.
Syrup of Figs is the only remedy which acts gently, pleasantly and naturally
without griping, irritating, or nauseating and which cleanses the system effectually,
without producing that constipated habit which results from the use of the old-tiCathartics and modern Imitations, and against which the children should be so
carefully guarded.
If you would have them grow to manhood and womanhood,
tsiroi'.?, healthy and happy, do not give them medicines, when medicines are not
neeceJ, and when nature needs assistance in the way of a laxative, give them only
the simple, pleasant and gentle - Syrup of Figs.
Its quality is due not only to the excellence of the combination of the laxative
rrin:ip!cs cf plants with pleasant aromatic syrups and juices, but also to our
crii.ul method of manufacture and as you value the health of the little ones, do
not accept any of the substitutes which unscrupulous dealers sometimes offer to
i.icrcasD their profits. Please to remember, the full name of the Company
CALIICENIA TIG SYRUP CO. -- is printed on the front of every package. In
order to get its beneficial
effects it is always neces-sary to buy the genuine
only. For sale by all l"
.' (
AM1""- ' i J'
liable druggists.

Proprietor,

All kinds of Fresb Areata handled.
Sausage making a specialty.
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FIRE
PROOF,
ELECTRIC
LIGHTED, 8TEAM HEATED,
CENTRALLY LOCATED.
BATHS AND
8ANITARY
PLUMBING
THROUGHOUT.
LARGE
SAMPLE
ROOM
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From the Range.
Mr. and Mrs. Richard Dunn rame up
from Las Vegas Inst week to attend
the funeral of their little grandchild,
the babe of Mr. and Mrs. H. P. Rose-berr-

.'v

F. L. Mulky. of Baldy, was in the
city the first of the week. Mr. Mulky
Is manager of the Thelma and Montezuma mines In that camp and reports
these properties to be in a prosperous
condition.
The sad news comes from Shrcve-port- .
La., that Gladys Graham died
there of penumonla on the 14th Inst.
The little one was well known to many
Raton people, having resided here w ith
her uncle and aunt, Mr. and Mrs. J. T.
Hill.
A Raton gentleman, In anticipation
of the early oil boom which will attract large numbers of people to the
McKown ranch and vicinity daily, Is
figuring on the project of establishing
nu automobile line between town and
that locality.
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FOR COMMERCIAL MEN.
AMERICAN OR EUROPEAN
PLAN
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See the new Knox Pantourls hat.
ccmes in the light beaver color. The
swellest thing In the market. Simon
Stern, the Railroad Avenue Clothier.

Staple

and

Fancy Groceries

o
Rock Island Grading to

Sub-Le-

t.

miles of grading, concrete and
WEST KAILROAO
AVENUE bridging, between
Tucumcarl, New
ALBUQUERQUE, N. M.
Mexico, and Amarillo, Texas. Work
now ready.
Estimated half million
yards of sand stone and two and a half
million yards of earth. Fine material.
8IMON BALLING, Proprietor.
Good prices. Address, room 225, New
Successor to Balling Bros.
York Life building, Kansas City, MisWedding : Oake : a : Specialty souri.
THE W. R. STUBBS CONTRACTING
We desire patronage, and we
CO.
guarantee first-clas- s
baking.
o
207 8. First St.,
Albuquerque, N. M.
YOU MAKE A BLUNDER
if you don't look at our dress
O goods and silks before buying
elsewhere; variety and values un- matched in rival stores.
LION STORE.
206

112

PIONEER BAKERY

JOE RICHARDS,

CIGARS

o

H3tf West Railroad Avenue.
y
M

f

la

I

let

lo

Rsbthe

to

t

rvj

alrltiir.

EvansChemimi

Co.

We:aoimiTi.o.pJ

MEN ANO WOMEN.
Ce Pig ii for nnnnfurt

ditrb&rKen.triflaniuiHtitiu
Irrittttintii or iiUoratinf

f mticuUN tvmbntn
Puinlem, ml
agttin
Kent or
Mold by DrunUli,
or Milt In pirn i wmpp',
I'Y expremi, ,rppftjri, for
1.00. nrSbottlet 2.73.
Circular tent oo rajuest

nt

A. D. JOHNSON

Clairvoyant.
Rev. Dr. Hough, clairvoyant and occult teacher, will give readings dally
at No. 411 South Second street. Pri
vate lectures and tests, given also;
will teach and develop classes, read
ings $1 and $2. Call and see him.
Questions answered by mall $1.
o

Don't Send Off
We
for children's Bleeper,
have a fine assortment and can save
you money and you see what you are
getting. See our window display this
week. W, V. Futrelle Furniture Co.

LAND SCRIP.
By the use of so called land scrip
Have a Stock of New Eclipse Wind
title can be obtained to government
Milla and Repairs on hand. Bring
land without cultivation or residence
Around Your Wagon.
thereon. All you need to do is to give
description and show the land to be
LEAD AVENUE, BETWEEN FIRST of the proper kind; we do the rest. By
reason of the exhaustion of a supply
AND SECOND 8TREETS.
which has been quite limited the price
is advancing. We have a small amount
ALBUQUERQUE. yet on hand to sell, that is fully guarAuto 'Phone 308.
anteed. We also deal in real estate,
loans and investments.
HUGO SEABERG, Sprluger. N. M.
Dealer in
Electrical Work.
M. Nash, corner of Lead avenue and
General
and Second
street, contractor and dealer
Liquors
in all kinds of electrical appliances.
Electric door bells, chandaliers and
Proprietor of the Summer Garden fancy shades, burglar alarms, fans
Country
of
All kinds
Produce Bought and motors, and special wiring. Autoand Sold.
matic 'phone 401.
Goods Delivered Free to all Parts of
o
F. A. jone, fe. M., C. E.
the City.
Consulting Mining Engineer
Field assistant U. S. Geological Surve;
Corner of Third and Tljeraa
Albuquerque, N. M.
Albuquerque
New Mexico
Correspondence solicited.
I

G.

Badaracco
rierchand.se

THESoutuARCADE
First Street
311

FRANK VA JO,. Proprietor.

It' Just as natural for us to

lead in variety and value as it is
for others to follow.
LION STORE.

The oesi oi liquor served to yat
rons of the bar.
Sandwiches of all kinds served.
Early spring styles of W. L. Douglas
Nice large rooms, everything bran shoes are at hand.
Every style Is
new, upstairs for lodging purposes.
shown from the patent leather vkl
dress shoe to the heavy box calf working styles, at $3 and 13.50.
Simon
MELINI & EAKIN
Stern, Railroad Avenue Clothier.
WHOLESALE LIQUORS & CIGARS
o
Fine Crockery.
A fine line of the celebrated Charles
We uandle everything ;u uur line
Meaken and other noted brands Just
Distiller Agents
Special distributors Taylor & Williams received and you will be surprised to
see how cheaply you can buy them. W.
Louisville, Kentucky.
V. Futrelle Furniture Co., corner Sec
111 8. First 6L,
Albuquerque, N. M. ond street and Gold avenue.

"

never less than 20 cents a dozen and
range from that up to 40 cents In winX
NEW MEXICO TOWNS.
X ter. Poultry of all kinds will be scarce
until time for spring chickens, and
XXXXXXXSSXXSXXXXX they sell readily at 35 cents before
WHITE OAKS.
they are really good frying size. Here
is an opportunity for poultry raisers,
From the Eagle.
as there is not a place on the face of
Mr. Hatfield, manager of the Amerearth where poultry can be grown
ican Placer company, is getting ready the
as little care.
with
to resume operations in Jlearllla. The
big dredger is being put In shape for
Tragedy Averted.
business.
"JuBt in the nick of time our little
E. J. Guram, John Gumm, Roy boy was saved," writes Mrs. W. Wat-kinof Pleasant City, Ohio. "PneuGumm and Lloyd Hulbert, have gone
to the San Andres mountains to open monia had played sad havoc with him
besides.
an Amethyst mine. 'They discovered and a terrible cough set in
Jortors treated him, but he grew worse
this property three years ago and are every day.
Dr.
At length we
now going to open it up and make King's New Discovery for tried
consumptests of its value.
tion, and our darling was saved. He's
Allen Lane and Alfred James have now sound, and well." Everybody
gone to Jlearllla to move the big drill ougnt to know, It's the only sure cure
for the Free Gold Mining & Milling for coughs, colds and all lung diseases.
company from Juana Gulch to Rico Guaranteed by all druggists. Price 50c
Gulch, where the company will sink a and 11.00. Trial bottles free.
well on the Rico property.
HILLSBOKO.
Foley's Kidney Cure makes the kid- From the Advocate.
neys and bladder right. Contains nothMrs. Frank Slinkard has gone to join
ing Injurious. .Mvarado Pharmacy.
her husband at Douglas, Ariz.
o
Mrs. George T. Aliller has returned
AZTEC.
from Las Cruoes, where she was visitFrom the Times.
ing her sister, Mrs. Nicholas Galles.
Col. R. H. Rose, of Durango, and Mr.
Dr. Given recmtly performed a very
Bergwin, of Rico, were visitors in Az successful! surgtral operation upon
tee. Colonel Rose was looking alter one of E. Teaford's horses.
He rethe stock of the Florida Canal com- moved a large tumor from the animal's
pany being wintered In this neighbor eye.
hood.
It Is said that C. M. Root and assoG. W. Lanilierson and A. M. Hubbard
ciates have taken an option on the
returned from Santa Fe, where they Lannon & Ryan group of claims in this
had been attending the United States district, and that a payment of $1,40
court as jurors. It was a short term is about to be made.
of court and very little business. The
Mrs. Edna Hughes, after enjoying
grand jury was in session four days nearly three mouths'
visit at home,
and found four indictments for minor left for San Francisco. She was acoffenses. Mr. Hubbard says the opin- companied as far as Albuquerque by
ion of the leading men at Santa Fe her sister, Miss Matty Crews, who will
and Albuquerque is tbat work will spend a few days in that city.
comence on the Albuquerque and
Durango road the coming season.
A Remarkable Case.
One of the most remarkable cases of
San Juan county presents a fine
on the lungs, causopening for poultry raising. Eggs are a cold,
ing pneumonia, Ir that of Mrs. Gertrude E. Fcnner, Marion, lnd., who was
VERY ANNOYING.
entirely cured by the use of One Min-utCough Cure. She 6ays: "The
This Hardly Expresses What Albucoughing and straining so weakened
querque People Say of It.
Any itchiness of the skin Is annoy- me that I run down In weight from
14S to 92 pounds.
tried a number of
ing.
remedies to on avail until I used One
Little danger in Itching skin dis- Minute
Cough Cure. Four bottles of
eases,
this wonderful remedy cured me enthey
you
But
make
miserable.
tirely of the tough, strengthened my
Doan's Ointment Is a never failing lung's and restored me to my normal
weight, health ami strength." B. H.
cure
For piles, eczema, all itching trou-bue- Briggs & Co.; S. Vann & Son.
deep-seate-

o

1

Albuquerque citizens endorse it.
Mis. R. E. Waite, rooming house,
202 North Second street, says:
"There came to my notice some time
ago a case of eczema or of some disease of the skin, which bad resisted all
the efforts of the party to stop. Doan's
Ointment was procured at the Alva-radPharmacy and a course of the
treatment commenced. It gave posi
tive relief after an application or two
and upon a continuation of It for some
time the annoyance ceased. This Infor
mation should bo of untold value to
residents of Albuquerque who are In
quest of an article upon which they
can depend to cure any Itchiness of the
skin or eruption thereof."
For sale by all dealers. Price, 60
cents.
Co., Buffalo,
N. Y., solo agents for the United
States.
RememDer the name Doan's and
take no substitute.
Foster-.Milbtir-

n

f
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letter t rented

strictly confidential.

GEORGE T. DEXTER,
Superintendent of Domettie Agenclet,
The Mutuel Life Imurenc Company of New York,
32 Nhmii Street, New York, N. V.
DARUY A. DAY,

Manager for New Mexico,
Albuquerque, N. M.

From the Register.
Karl A. Snyder, the lawyer, returned
from Kansas City, accompanied by
Mrs. Lewis. Mrs. Snyder's mother, who
has been visit Ine; relatives at Council
Bluffs, Iowa, for some months.
i. I.. Miles has had more bad luck
than one man is entitled to. On I)e- cemlier 20 his horse fell with him and
broke bis right leg. Forty days after
he fell and dislocated bis right wrist.
He is now going about very carefully
on crutches.
George Brewer, the fire Insurance
adjuster, of Albuquerque,' who stopped
at the Grand t'ei.tni! while here, left,
havine adjusted tbe loss on the lumber
stock of the Rom
Lumber company.
The loss footed up 1,4W) but was reduced $100 by salvage. The agents Interested w ere Rnl rt Kellahin, L. K.
McGaffey and A E. I'age &. Co.. and
there were twelve policies on the risk.

Lunas, N. M., on April 1, 1903, via.:
Juan Antonio Aldercte for the EV4
SEU. Sec. 14, T. 8 N., R. 5 V.
He names the following witnesses to
prove his continuous residence upon
and cultlvatloB of, said land, viz.:
Jesus Aldercte, of Peralta, N. M.;
Seferlno Aldercte, of Peralta, N. M.;
o
Jesus Torres, of Peralta, N. At.;
Otero, of Peralta, N. M.
MANUEL. R. OTERO, Register.
Tran-qullin-

Notice for Publication.
not. though. The more republican pa(Homestead Entry No. 4381.)
pers there are in the land, the better Department
of the Interior, Land Office
It will be for it.
at Santa Fe, N. M., March 12. 1903:
Notice is hereby given that the fol
From the Optic.
settler has filed notice
Mrs. Packard left for Atchison, Kan., lowing-namelo be present at the settlement of her of his Intention to make final proof in
support of his claim, r.nd that said
grandmother's estate.
t
It Is reported thnt since pay day 110 proof will be made before the Clerk of
grocery orders, varying in amount the Probate Court at Albuquerque, N.
from $25 down have Itfen sent to Kan- M., on April 21, 1903, viz.: William H.
H. Allison, for the EV4 of NW, and
sas City, by local residents.
Mary Kline, daughter of Mr. and lots 1 and 2, Sec. 19, T. 10 N R 4 E.
Ho names the fonowing witnesses to
Mrs. S. T. Kline, was severely injured
while playing with schoolmates at prove his continuous residence upon
and was taken to her home, but It is and cultivation of said land, vis.:
John W. Barnett, of Albuquerque, N.
thought she will lie able to resume
M.; Joseph F. Sulzer, of Albuquerque,
school duties in a day or two.
There was quite an enjoyable wed- N. M.; William Hart, of Albuquerque,
ding party at the Castaneda hotel on N. M.; Edward F. Weed, of Albuquer
que, N. M.
Thursday evening. Miss Jessie Law-toMANUEL R. OTERO, Regiater.
arrived Wednesday on No. 1 from Chicago, and Thursday evening at 8
o'clock was united In marriage to Arthur C. Erh, the popular Sixth street
caterer. Rev. Norman Skinner performed the ceremony. James S. Duncan, Jr., acted as best man and Miss X
Georgia Murray as bridesmaid. After X
A BOY,
X
the ceremony a seven course wedding X
IS
A GIRL,
supper was served.
Those present X
A MAN,
X
were Rev. and Mrs. Norman Skinner, X
A WOMAN,
X
Misses Georgia and Cornle Murray, X
TO FIND ANYTHING,
X
Miss Blanche Stoner; Messrs. Fred X
BUY ANYTHING,
TO
S
WeBterman, James Duncan, Jr., and E. X
TO 8ELL ANYTHING,
S
C. Mayhara.
X
TO RENT ANYTHING,
X
SS
TO LOAN ANYTHING,
La grippe coughs yelld quickly to X
TO TRADE ANYTHING,
the wonderful curative qualities of X
X
Foley's Honey and Tar. There is noth- X
X
ing else "Just as good."
Alvarado X If you want anything on earth, X
Pharmacy.
X put an ad In The Citizen and you X
X will be sure to get It.
X
SAN MARCIAL.

From the Republican.
To show the appreciation of those
who have been
with Agent
B. L. Holmes, the boys In the railroad
office presented Mr. Holmes with a
very beautiful Knights Templar charm.
Mrs. Frank Brown has received the
sad news of the death of her mother,
which occurred at her home in England. Her many wrlends sympathize
with her In the loss of her mother.
Marguerite, daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. J. H. Young, while playing at
school, stuck a piece of pencil into her
ear. It proved to be quite serious and
Dr. Patteo was called from Gibson, who
had to administer chloroform in order
to remove it.
A. Calonl, the stone cutter and monument maker, who has the contract to
furnish W. II. Wolff's electric plant
with 1,0(10 feet of cut stone, will have
the work completed in about three
weeks. He also has the contract to
build two adobe rooms for Mr. Karigan
and a monument for Mr. Miller's little
daughter at Clarkville.

WANT

Grip Kemedie in Great Demand.
When colds and grip are prevalent
the quickest and surest remedies are in
geat demand. Mr. Joseph D. Williams,
of McDuff, Va., says that he was cured
of a very deep and lasting attack of la
grippe by using Chamberlain's Cough
Remedy after trying several other preparations with no effect. For sale by
ail druggists.
LAS VEGAS.

s

X

From the Bee.
The town was entirely out of flour
this week. We are informed by an
"oldest resident" that this has not occurred before for sixteen years.
Mrs. I j. J. R. Nilsen will leave next
Monday for Polomas Hot Springs,
where she hopes to be relieved of a
very troublesome attack of rheumatism.
Several days ago the editor had a
counterfeit passed upon him by an individual with a adjustable conscience.
We comfort ourselves with the reflection that at last, after years of patient
labor, we have a dollar we can keep;
the only one we ever possessed.
Miss Laura Addington, a sister of
Mrs. N. A. Kennedy, who came here
about two months ago for her health,
died Thursday morning. The funeral
services were held the same afternoon,
and Friday morning the Journey was
undertaken to Peoria, 111., the home of
the deceased, where her body will be
laid in its last resting place.

From the Record.
F. O. Blood received woid that his
uncle, O. W. Blood, who was injured
In the wreck at Dwigkt, Kan., last Saturday, was not expected to live.
H. S. Mitchell, superintendent of the
FINE LIQUORS AND CIGARS
'Frisco at Fort Scott, Kan., who had
been stopping here for some time past
Sole Agents for Lemp's Standard Beer.
for his health, left for Phoenix, Ari2.
Some of the stockholders iu the Op- V.HAS. L. KEPPELER, Propi fetor.
tie printing concern have not been
213 South Ceroid Street.
consulted about the recent transfer of
stock and are said to be kicking like
bay steers, particularly the democratic DEVOE'S READY - MIXED PAIN"
stockholders.
The Uptie announced at the head of One Gallon Cover 300 Square Feet
TWO COATS.
its editorial columns that Prof. J.
riraham McNary, of the Normal uni
fcaiMTCR'S
8UPPUE3versity faculty and
of
Joshua S. Raynoldu, had purchased a
controlling Interest in the paper, effective July 1. A cash bond has been
given for the deed. However, there
has been many a slip 'twixt the cup
ami the lip and history may repeat
itself again In this instance.
Hope

X
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Have. You
Anything

To Exchange

?

toref

Have you a horse and do you
want to exchange It for a
planoT
Have you a bicycle and do you
want to exchange It for a

"ameraf
Have you a gun and do you
want to trade It for a bookcase'.'
Have you a wash boiler and do
you want to exchange It for

rugf
Have you a pair of skates and
tlo you want to trade them
for a punching bagT
iwmww

are the true euurce of good, bealtliy

appearance.
d
TeraoDa with
nerves
look worried aud "dragged-out.- "
You cannot be bappy without nerve
vigor; you cannot be natural without
all the power which nature meant you
to have.

Have you a stove and do you
want to trade It for a refrlg-rator- f
Have you a dog and do you
want to exchange hln for a
SEE THE PRICtS. SEE THE GOODS
Harness

$5.50 to $40.0u
$7.50
$5.25 to $55.00

Farmers' Plow Harness,

produce

Have you a farm and da you
went to trade it for a grocery

. m fj i .iiy w.vi bu.L arm
oo you want to exchange it
for a baby carriage!

Strong Nerves

Saddle

a healthful

glow which art
cannot imitate. Tbey invigorate every
organ, put new force to the nervea,
elasticity to the step and round out the
face end form to lines of bealtb and
beauty.

Fine Cowboy Saddles, Leather, Dusters, Collars, Axle Oils, etc.
Whips
15c to $1.50

II 00 per box; t boxes (with written
guarantee), 6.00. Book free, f ttAt,
Mviucims Co., Ucvclaud. Ohio.
For sale by B. H. ) - legs & Co.

Thos F. Kelohor
Railroad

40u

Avenue

Albuquerque

S

'mimmi pills
-- Ck

The North Pole Saloon

ROSWELL.

11

EVERY PAGE OF THIS PAPER
is good reading, but the best of
5 them all Is page 3. That's where
you will find cur ad.
LION STORE.

IF YOU

GALLUP.

eKeKOe00

r

Working Overtime.
Eight hour laws are Ignored by those
tireless, little workers Dr. King's
New Life Pills. Millions are always
at work, night and day, curing indigestion, biliousness, constipation, sick
headache and all stomach, liver and
bowel trouble. Easy, pleasant, safe,
sure. Only 25c at all druggists.

f

Pronriatftor and Owner.

ior business receives its

RATON.

O"
J.

Capacity

follo-

HOTEL CLAIRE...
SANTA FE, N.

Ros-wel-

speediest reward in the selling
92.50 shoes
department.
strongest boys' shoe in the worl- dIf you think you have the made of box calf or vlcl kid, at 12.50.
Simon Stern, Railroad Ave. Clothier.
ability to sell a Five Fer Cent
Notice for Publication.
(Homestead Entry No. 6343 )
Twenty-Yea- r
Gold Bond on
Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M., Febthe instalment plan write me ruary 20, 1003.
Pneumonia Folows a Cold
Notice is hereby given that the
but never follows the use of Foley's
settler has filed notice
Honey and Tar. It stops the cough, stating your age, present wing-named
of his intention to make final proof In
heals and strengthens the lungs and
affords perfect security from an attack occupation, and give mc bank support of his claim, and thnt said
of pneumonia. Refuse substitutes. Al
proof will be made before the Probate
varado Pharmacy.
or other good references.
Clerk of Valencia county, at Los

d,

207 Weet Gold Avenue.

WM. GOETTINQ & CO.,

Cathey was brought to
l
Wednesday, suffering lrom a
broken leg. Mr. Cathey was In the
employ of the Dallas Land & Cattle
company, and on February 21, while
alone cn the plains, his horse fell with
him. resulting In the breaking of his
leg. Ho lay in the snow several hours
before he was found, unable to move,
and then had to be taken five miles to
the nearest house. There was no physician within sixty miles and the man
with him set his leg, but did the work
Imperfectly.
It was necessary to
reset it.
R. W.

COAL DEALER

Telephone:

MARCH 21 1903
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You Only
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The Daily Citizen
Want Columns.
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PARAGRAPHS

:il Sour

Stomach

caret and t
"I fltfd
Hk inwmin, hT
iiM onr atomch
from
nffrr
bnlhaft tut
I kiv
two vara.dritwtl
ttklna mtxli.
boy's Crescent wheel is at the po- fir
hnl eonii nrm no rfiii oniy
cln ftnd othrr druj
ft ihort tttnA.
for
woromeml t'fMti to
IwlU
lice station unclaimed.
tnr friends ft the only thing for Indireitton ftn
Htotnftch and to keep the txweli In gooa coa
Louis Ilfeid and daughters left for innt
dltlnn. That r ,
lUrry fetuuklfy. Maocta Chunk,
Las Vegas this morning.
Mrs. W. A. nails, of San Marclal, is
Best For
In the elly visiting friends.
Tht Dowe!$.
Councilman George F. Albright came
down from the capital last night.
ret timed
Attorney A. B. McMillan
last night from a visit to the capital.
Cam ov cathartic
Mrs. Jesse Miller has gone to Win-sloIn Interest of the Eastern Star
I

C

NEWEST!

f.

6

!

Our Honest
Shoe Values

1

lodge.
W. T. McCroight expects to leave tonight for the south. He will be absent

Get what you pay for!
And this Is the place to get It
We offer today a line of Men's Shoes,
in three standard stylet that we guarantee to be solid In every fibre.

Solid Leather, Solid Inside, Solid Out.
side and Solid Shoemaklng.
Solidity, strength and service are
stamped on every one of our shoes.
See them.
V

LACE, CAP TOE.

0
0

I

LACE, PLAIN TOE.

$2.50

CONGRESS, PLAIN TOE.

A

several days.
Mrs. R. W. Dissell, of Chicago, is
Mrs.
here visiting her daughter,
Ciiai'lcs Whittlesey..
Col. R. E. Twltehell, assistant coun
sel for the Santa Fe, went to Las
Vegas this morning.
Hon. Solomon Luna, who was at
Santa Fe the past week, returned to
this city last night.
O. W. Closson, superintendent of the
fuel department of the Santa Fe, is In
the city from Topeka.
Harry McKay went to Santa Fe this
morning to accept a position with the
Santa Fe Central railway.
James I). Kaliln, of the firm of Mellni
& Eakin, wholesale liquor dealers, was
a passenger north this morning.
Hon. A. W. Pollard, representative
from Luna county, pastel through the
city la.it night en route home to Dein-in-

Potent. Tt
Pliinl. rUUhl,
Wkan or Orlp.
Nr
old
balk. Th genuine toblrt .lumped
Uuaranteed to car or your
tack.
Klekon,
In

WORTHY

money

WHY

Nier

COO.

Sterling Remedy Co., Chlcigo or N.Y. 509
ANNUAL SALE, TEN MILLION BOXES

ANOTHER CAR LOAD

governor and other gentlemen of the
capital. They will return to this city
tomorrow night, remaining hero a
couple of days and then return to El
Paso.
Representative H. H. Howard and
wife, of San Marcial, are spending the
day in Albiiquerqup visiting and shopping. Mr. Howard came down from
the capital last night and Mis. Howard
arrived this morning from San Marcial.
I). A. Ortega, who was one of the
house rcpresentativi s from Socorro
county, came clown from Santa Fe last
night and will spend a couple of days
in the city, after which he will continue south to his home at Sabinal.

ol the
e
Chickering Bros. Pianos just received. Prospective piano purchasers and lovers f
music are invited to call and inspect them.
high-grad-

& LEARNARD
HALL
THE SQUARE MUSIC DEALERS
ALBUQUKRQUK,

J. L. BELL & CO.

fcuh,

Mthtn

rieeher

Co

A&vpett Sack.

6

OTERO signs the OSTEOPATHIC BILL,
introduced by Doctor Conner of this city, permitting to Graduates of recognized Osteopathic colleges to practice in New Mexico.
The legal fight U over and Dr. Conner will still be found in his office for
the practice of Osteopathy medicine and Surgery.

Specialty Osteopathy

Have you seen the "Newport?" It's a three-buttosack
suit that has hit the fancy of the
smart dressers. The young fellows like it particularly, and we
know a number who don't deserve to be classed as young
who are wearing it, too. It Is a
handsome style, but it is only
one of the many we are ready to
show you.
n

..BOYS' SHOES..

3ieet)t tttttiiftftftftftiieaattiiftftmgg

E.

S.

POST

Muensterman

201-21-

1

Fa-'be-

R

Cure

Spring

Goods

Monarch Shirts
St.

Cluett Shirts
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....PRICE RANGE....
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Best Grades...

020

Cotton add Rubber
Carden Hose

"76"

T.

N. M.

GOVERNOR

IJ. A.

wel-com-

OF CONSIDERATION

are Hall & Learnard in a position to fjive the best
quality and values in the southwest? Twelve years
experience has taught them how to buy at the greatest discounts (quality considered) offered dealers who
buy for cash and in carload lots.

ol

Oonil Mo floM,

10,'.

W. V. Vvoivin. u. 'i. 5.. Oental SurSleyster. the insurance agent, geon Sana Fe Pacific
Railroad, G;ant
returned home last night from Snnta Mock. Br.ih 'phones.
Fe, where he has been spending a few
Choral club concert at Public library
days.
Monday evening, March 23. Adhall
A LENTEN BREAKFAST
F. H. Pelrce, proprietor of the Agua
GO cents.
Pura Ice company's plant at Laa mission,
o
Vegas, was an Albuquerque visitor yes
Ave have tancy aim maple groceries
may be Just as enjoyable surely just terday.
galore. Perfect health Is sustained by
Councilman W. A. Hawkins and wife perfect food. We buy our goods fresh,
as wholesome If you will but select
passed through the city last night en
from the great variety we offer: Cer- route home to Alamogordo, Otero consequently our customers get fresh
goods. D. Weiiler & Co.
county.
e
eals, fruits, fish and eggs. Really
o
Representative Alex Bowie, of Mc- - See all the latest Btyles in street hats
changes from a steady meat diet Kinley
county, is spending tho dav in at Mrs. D. D. Covenlale's, No Name
and nyiney savers as well.
the city. He will go west to Gallup Store.
o
tonight.
Choral club concert at Public library
H. A. Buckley, district manager for
the National Life and Trust company, hall Monday evening, March 23. Adwas a passenger for Santa Fe this mission, 50 cents.
o
morning.
Mrs. Rosa Berry has secured Orches.Nos. 118 and 120 South Second St.
H. B. Hening, who represented the trion hall, recently remodeled, for her
corporation sheet at Santa Fe during popular dances. A social dance will
the legislature, returned to the city be given tonight.
.
last night.
o
The White Elephant for a delicious
W. H. Glllenwater, who has taken
much Interest in tho doings of the re- Saturday night lunch. Drop in and
cent legislature, returned here from lunch with us.
o
Santa Fe last night
Zeiger's Cafe, on the corner, is noted
B. N. Hobart and Miss Ott, who were
MUST BE STURDY TO STAND THE RACKET THE ROM PINO PLAY
legislative employes, came in from for those fine lunches on a Saturday
INCIDENT TO THE TRIPS TO AND FROM SCHOOL.
night.
Santa Fe last night, and continued on
o
City.
to
Silver
south
Are you acquainted with the fine
OUR
SCHOOL SHOES
Darby A. Day, manager for New lunch served at the Club? If not, It is
Mexico for the Mutual Life Insurance very easy to get acquainted.
ARE MADE TO WITHSTAND THE HARDEST KNOCKS; STRONO
company of New York, returned last
o
AND STAUNCH, YET NOT CLUMSY.
Choral club concert at Public library
night from Santa Fe.
Councilman A. B. Fall returned tc hall Monday evening, March 23. AdFor dressy wear we ran fit the boys with Mastiff Shoes that are neat
Ms
home at Las Cruces last night. He mission, 50 cents.
and trim in appearance.
All kinds of good sboes'at lowest prices.
o- was accompanied by his wife and
Sunday dinners at the Columbus
daughters, who have been with him at
hotel are different and superior to all
the capital.
Chicken tomorrow.
others.
John S. Charlton, of Washington, D.
o
in charge of the live stock statisC,
FOR
TREES, VINES, ETC.,
Opposite Postoffice.
224 South Second St.
while
today,
city
Is
tics,
and
in the
See Whitcomb, Eighth and Tijeras.
here will have interviews with the
The orchestra secured for Mrs. Rosa
local live stock raisers.
MONEY TO LOAN.
A number of little girls, selling tickBerry's dance at Orchestrion hall toets in raffles at the forthcoming St. night is tho best obtainable.
On diamonds, watcnea, etc., or any
OFFICIAL UNDERTAKtRS
o
Joseph hospital bazaar, are on the
rood security; also househoM goods
See all the latest styles in street hats
streets today, and they are buttonholSanta Fe Rail Road System
stored with me; strictly confidential
I).
D. Coverdale's, No Name
Mrs.
at
ing everybody for chances.
j Highest cash price paid for household
There will be no free concert at Or- Store.
.jrood. Automatic 'phone 110.
Modern Ambulance Prompt
o
chestrion hall tomorrow (Sunday) afT. A. WRITTEN. 114 Oold avenue.
Choral dub concert at Public library
ternoon, owing to the fact that a game hall Monday evening, March 23. AdService Day or Night.
"WANTED Clean cotton rags for maof base ball will be played on the fair mission, 50 cents.
chine purposes at The Citizen office.
0. W. STRONG & SONS,
grounds tomorrow afternoon.
o
Price 4 centa per pound.
The pleasures of a Saturday evening
Fred C. Bullene, traveling correo
FUNERAL DIRECTORS
spondent for the Kansas City Star, are incomplete without lunching at
Subscribe for The Citizen.
was in the city between trains this Zeiger's Cat'e.
North Second 8t
o
Look Into Klemwort'i market on
morning while en route home from a
If you enjoy a lunch Saturday night
BOTH PHONE8.
North Third street He has the nicest
Mexico and Central America.
trip
to
fresh meals in the city.
W. H. Jack, president of the New before going home, you will be served
We are sole agents for Wheeler A
Mexico Cattle Growers association, re- at the White Elephant.
o
Wilson sewing; machines. Albert
turned to his home at Silver City last
The
Lunch at the Club tonight.
305 Railroad avenue.
McSPADDEN-SPRIIMGEnight, after spending some time watch pleasure is all yours.
See Joseph A.Blondin, manager
ing the doings of the late legislature.
o- Aivarado Trio, for music for recep- TRANSFER COMPANY
HONEY.
Councilman Thomas Hughes returntions, muslcales, etc. Headquarters at
A
can of the best extracted
ed to the city last night, while his
Hall & Learnard's.
daughter,
Miss Ixm Hughes, remains honey for $4.00; 13 pounds for $1.00.
HAUL ANYTHING
We can give you Just as good values
at Santa Fe a few days longer on a W. P. Allen, P. O. Box 202.
Piano Moving a Specialty.
in men's, women's and children's stockvisit to her sister, Mrs. O. C. Watson.
If you love dancing and good music
ings as we can in shoes, our "Black
This evening, at the Aivarado, ManAuto.
297
Phone
48
Colo.
Phone
Cat" line of hosiery is unsurpassed as
ager Cheatham will give a special mu attend the dance to be given at Orches
tonight.
to wear, fit and fast colors. C. May's
sical program in honor of Vice Presi- trion hall
o
Popular Priced Shoe Store, 208 West
party. By re
and
Paul
Mortan
dent
your
own fault if you miss an
It's
Kodol Dyspepsia
Railroad avenue.
quest. Mr. Thomas will sing "Dream of enjoyable lunch at the White Elephant
Digests what you eal.
Paradise."
tonight.
W. D. McFarran. local Wells Fargo
o
lie sure and attend the millinery
ezpress agent, left this forenoon for
Denver, where Mrs. McFerran is on ac- opening of Mrs. Coverdale, on April
count of the death of her mother, 2, 3 and 4, at the No Name Store.
o
which occurred a few days past. They
You have all heard of the Club,
will return home here in about a week,
George Hutchinson arrived in town where the best lunch is Berved. If not
come around tonight.
from Denver last night. He comes to
Shlninck's
In
position
old
take his
Tonight at Zeiger's Cafe you will be
y-v v;
shop, where he worked fur over twelve delighted with the fine and whole
years. George Is the best horseshoer some lunch served.
AIbuo.uero.ue ever had. and his old
o
in the new etTecU in Cheviots.
Lovers of delicious Sunday dinners
friends will be glad to see him back
JJ2Ta. Madras and Oxfords
His family will come down next week, should dine at tiie Columbus hotel Sun
.
23
and make their home here In the fit day. Chicken and a score of appetlz
Ing dishes.
ture.
Fred Victor, who was recently ap
The Clan serves lo please and are
in fancy Pique' extra fine fancy N pointed district agent for the Penn
company of pleased to serve those appetizing Sat
Mutual
Life
Insurance
Madras and Oxfords' colors
Philadelphia, will make his headquar urday evening lunches.
absolutely fast.
ters In Albuquerque. Mr. Victor has
Be sure ami attend the millinery
had experience In the Insurance busi opening of Mrs. Coverdale, on April
91.75
ness and as he represents one of the 2, 3 and 4. at the No Name Store.
most substantial old line companies,
o
YOU NO'S
will do well in Now Mexico. He will
J.
Is the best dinner good enough for
the
in
rooms
office
SPRING
secure
lirobablv
you? If so. come to the Columbus
new Birnett building.
hotel Sunday and eat chicken.
DERBY
Charles F. Hunt, a well known cattle
o
S3.00 and S4.00
buyer of El Paso, and N. O. Buchoz
It s the lunch we serve that draws
chief deputy clerk at tho port of the the large crowds at the White Ele
Pass City, came iu from the south this phant every Saturday night.
morning and between trains made a
o
pleasant call at The Citizen office.
The Saturday night lunch at Zeiger's
They continued north to Santa Fe, Cafe has Just the right degree of appewhere they have busiuets with the tizing quality, which is so essential.
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SIMON
STERN

Hose Nozzles

Lawn flower
Lawn Rakes

THE RAiLROADA VKN Ul

CLOTHIER

A COHPLETE LINE OF
QARDfcN TOOLS.

For good goods and reasonable
prices come to us. D. Welller & Co.
A Grand Concert.
Professor Dl Mauro has made the ar
rangements necessary to give a great
concert on the 14th of April in the Colombo hall. The grand orchestra of
twelve pieces will furnish the music
and the singing will be by the best
talent In the city. It Is expected that
the public In general, and the people
of this city, will be entirely satisfied
with the above concert.
TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN.

This certifies that we make dally
scientific, whole wheat, graham and
oatmeal bread; Tuesdays and Thursdays, salt rising bread; Saturdays,
Boston brown bread and baked beans;
choice cakes, pies, cookies and dough
nuts made dally, and to order. Fresh
fruit cake now on hand. Those who
wish genuine home cooking can have
the same by buying from the
WOMAN'S EXCHANGE,
323 South Second street, Bell 'Phone
A1S.

Piano Tuning.
room 28,
Strong building. Mail orders promptly
attended to and satisfaction guaranteed.
B. Cassldy, piano tuner,

& 1t1teini1twiiv2
As the result of a bargain purchase,
we can offer you four straight ten
cents.
cent cigars for twenty-five

Fine Goods

4 for 25 cents
Clear Havana

o

Melinl & Eakin's leader, "Aivarado
Club" whisky, Is the product of one of
the oldest registered distilleries In the
state of Kentucky. This whisky is
aged In wood at least eight years be
fore being placed on the market. It is
mild and exquisite in flavor, Just the
thing for family and medicinal pur
poses. Sold In bulk or bottles. Mellni
& Eakin, 111 South i irst street.
AN ACKNOWLEDGED FACT.

farther
Cerrillos lump goes
than any other coal, but costs the
one-thir-

same.

$5

per ton.

Hahn.

Postal Pharmacy
Have You Seen That Case of

Fine Mechanical Tools
in Our Window

rOMONEYlOLOANjL
On diamonds, watches or any good
security. Great bargains In watches

of every description.

We Also Carry a Larg Stock of

Carpenters' Tools

A. H. YANOW

209

South Second street, a few doora
north of postoffice.

and

Builders' Hardware

Lessons on the Piano
Also Spanish Taught.
sonable.

Terms

MltS. J. J. ItYAN

420

Rea-

North First street, Albuquerque.

Albuquerque Hardware Company
20 WEST GOLD AVENUE.

